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Summary

Summary

To analyse, specify and design information-technology products, good methods for
hardware/software co-design are needed. At the Information and Communication Systems
group of the Eindhoven University of Technology, ing. P.H.A. van der Putten and
ir. J.P.M. Voeten have developed an object-oriented design method called SHE
(Software/Hardware Engineering). SHE incorporates the formal description language
POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language) which is used to describe
systems in a formal, unambiguous way.

This report describes a method to implement POOSL descriptions in the object-oriented
programming language C++ using a HP UX 9.05 system. The POSIX 1003.1c thread
library is used to support concurrency. The global subject of this report is to investigate
what problems will occur when a POOSL description is implemented in C++ and to
develop a method to deal with these problems. The method consists of a library and a set
of templates and rules to facilitate or automate future implementations of POOSL
specifications in C++. Within this scope, this report especially focuses on the
implementation of the communication principle of POOSL in combination with the 'OR'
operator.

The constructed library, which will be called the PEC (POOSL Extension of C++) library,
makes is possible to implement the communication principles of POOSL, including
conditional reception of messages. The developed method also describes a way to
implement the choice statement with regard to communication requests.

The PEC library does not offer the functionality to implement the interrupt statements,
abort statements or the guarded command statements yet. The concept of tail recursion is
not supported either. Further, it is not possible to implement a choice statement where a
choice has to be made between communication requests and non communication requests.

The implementation of a POOSL data class in C++ is straightforward. There are no
elements in the syntax of POOSL that require additional functionality in C++, for example
offered by an additional library such as the PEC library.

An example is worked out to test the method and the PEC library. The result is a working
implementation of the PAR (Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission) protocol.
The average number of rendez-vous actions that is performed during one second execution
time is 606 (with a standard deviation of 63).
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

As the information-technology products, which require hardware as well as software
engineering, grow more and more complex, the need rises for good methods for
hardware/software co-design and co-specification. The Information and Communication
Systems group of the Eindhoven University of Technology has therefore developed the
specification method Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE, see appendix 11). This is an
object-oriented method covering co-specification, analysis and design [PVS95].

Specifications of systems are written in the formal description language POOSL (Parallel
Object-Oriented Specification Language). Because of the formal character of this language
it is possible to describe the specification of a system in an unambiguous manner. Another
advantage of specifying a system using POOSL, is that it is implementation independent.
This means that a POOSL description can result in a hardware or a software
implementation or any mixture of hardware and software.

The key feature of POOSL is that it distinguishes statically interconnected process objects
from dynamically moving data objects. The process objects (processes for short)
communicate with each other using synchronous (rendez-vous) pair-wise message-passing
over static channels. Processes can be used to hierarchically build process-object clusters.
These process-object clusters (clusters for short) consist of processes and/or other clusters.
Complete systems can be build by making use of parallel composition, channel hiding and
channel renaming. Data objects are sequential entities used to model internal data of
processes and to model data exchange between different processes. Processes do not share
any data objects and if data objects are passed from one process to another, actual deep
copies are made. More about POOSL can be found in [Voe95a] and [Voe95b].
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Introduction

1.2 Goal and motivation

The global subject of this master's project is to investigate what problems will occur, what
choices have to be made, what rules have to be followed and what methods and data
structures have to be used in order to properly implement POOSL specifications in c++.
Within this scope, this report especially focuses on the implementation of the
communication principle of POOSL in combination with the 'OR' operator. The results of
this project can be used to facilitate or automate future implementations of POOSL in C++.

To be able to implement POOSL specifications in C++, the PEC (POOSL Extension of
C++) library has been developed. This library supports the POOSL communication
mechanism (synchronous pair-wise message-passing) between processes. The developed
C++ code is compiled with a GNU C++ compiler on a UNIX platform, using a HP UX 9.05
system.

The language C++ [Sch87, Sch90] is chosen because it is one of the most widely used and
accepted object-oriented programming languages in industry. For this reason it is preferred
above other object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk, for example, which has a smaller
(academic) group of users.

The HP UX 9.05 system of the Information and Communication Systems group is chosen
over a normal PC, because most PCs have not got enough memory (and processing power)
to execute the required, relatively large (pseudo) parallel programs.

1.3 Related work

Other projects on the field of implementing formal (algebraic) specification languages
concentrate mostly on the specification language LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering
Specification).

In [MM89] the functionality and features of a LOTOS compiler are described. The LOTOS
compiler, which consists of a data compiler and a behaviour compiler, generates portable C
code from LOTOS descriptions. There is no documentation available about the way
processes and communication actions are implemented in C.

Another LOTOS compiler is presented in [VSC91]. This method uses decomposition of
processes in EFSMs (Extended Finite Sate Machines). A process decomposition is
represented at any time by a binary tree, where each node (except for the root) is a
subprocess generated by the decomposition of the father. The multi-rendez-vous
communication principle of LOTOS is implemented by making use of the structure of the
tree (see [VSC91] for more details).

An automatic method to implement LOTOS specifications is presented in [CTS92]. The
method makes use of syntax-directed translation rules to transform a LOTOS description
into C code. These translation rules can be seen as templates. Concurrency is implemented
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by making use of the UNIX operating system functions. Each parallel process is executed
on a new UNIX process by making use of the fork () function. For the communication
between the processes shared memory is used.

In [Gro94] the implementation of PSF (Process Specification Formalism) in C is discussed.
This approach uses the concept of 'lightweight processes' provided by the SunOs (by now
called Solaris) system. The paper discusses the implementation of PSF specifications in C
by making use of an extension of the C language which enables concurrent programming.
The extension is developed by making use of the earlier mentioned 'lightweight process'
environment of the SunOs system.

Like POOSL, PSF uses synchronous (rendez-vous) pair-wise message-passing. In the
implementation presented in [Gro94] however, it is assumed that in every communication it
is possible to identify an active part and a passive one. The active part 'triggers' the
communication. The passive part watches the port to see if the active counterpart is
present. Furthermore, when a nondeterministic choice has to be made between different
message requests, the implementation in [Gr094] always assumes a choice between passive
atomic actions. These two assumptions substantially simplify the implementation of the
communication principles of PSF (and POOSL). Since a process always knows when it is
the initiator of a message transfer, it can simply put its request for communication in the
queue of the port it wants to communicate through. The corresponding process knows that
his future communication partner initiates the message transfer and therefore it only has to
poll the port it expects a communication through. The cases where a nondeterministic
choice has to be made, the process that does not initiate the communication simply polls all
the ports that are involved. Since a nondeterministic choice always has to be made between
passive atomic actions, the problem of redrawing requests comes down to executing a
series of 'if-statements' in a while loop in the 'passive' process. The 'active' process does
not have the possibility to make a nondeterministic choice between communication
requests. Further, a port is only capable of transporting one kind of messages.

In POOSL and also PSF the initiators are never known on forehand, and nondeterministic
choices have to be made between send and/or receive requests simultaneously. For some of
these requests, a process may be the initiator, for others it may not. This eliminates the
solution of polling, because a process cannot possibly know whether his future
communication partner has already generated the matching request or not. Further, the
channels in POOSL must be capable of transporting all kinds of messages instead of just
one kind of message. Therefore the implementation of the communication between
processes given in [Gro94] is not applicable to the implementation the communication
principles of POOSL in C++.

9
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1.4 A first approach

Two important problems of implementing POOSL specifications in C++ are how to
implement the parallelism and the communication principles of POOSL.

In a first approach, parallelism was implemented by making use of a different UNIX
processes for every POOSL process object. Each instance of a process class was
represented by a function. By making use of the fork () function, a child process of the
original UNIX process was created an ran pseudo parallel with the father process. The
fork () function, however, does not only fork the function that represents the process
object, but makes a copy of the complete program including its environment in the original
UNIX process. This·· means that a bundle of resources such as filedescriptor tables and
address spaces is duplicated. Although the complete program was copied, only the function
that represented the process object was executed. It is easy to see that this solution was
much to 'heavy' to implement many process objects running (pseudo) parallel.

For the communication between the UNIX processes a pipe was used. A pipe is created by
calling the pipe () function. This function returns two filedescriptors, one to read the pipe
file and one to write the pipe file. When a process was forked, the child process was given
a duplicate of the read and write filedescriptor, so both the father and child process could
access the pipefile as a transmission medium between the two processes. Again, this
solution was to 'heavy' to handle a great number of channels in a POOSL description of a
complete system. Besides the amount of resources needed for this solution, an
implementation would become very slow because of the continuous disk operations needed
for every communication action. Even if shared memory was used, like in [CTS92], for the
inter-process communication, the problem of the unnecessary 'heavy' processes would still
be there.

It is because of the disadvantages just described, that this solution was only implemented in
a very basic experimental form. Instead of using 'heavy' UNIX processes the solution
presented in this report makes, inspired by [Gr094], use of 'lightweight' threads provided
by the POSIX 1003.1c thread library (see chapter 2) for the C and C++ programming
language.

1.5 Report organization

The plan of the report is as follows;

• In chapter 2 the POSIX 1003.1c thread library is explained. This library is used to
implement the concurrency aspect of POOSL. This chapter explains what threads are and
how to use them. At the end of the chapter the functions that are used in the PEC library
are discussed.

• Chapter 3 discusses the PEC library. The first section gives a short overview of the
evaluation of the library. In the second section an complete overview is given of the
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internal structure of the library. This includes a discussion of all the used datastructures,
their use and functionality. In the last section all the functions that are available to the
users of the library are discussed.

• Chapter 4 serves as a guideline for the implementation of a POOSL description in C++.
Rules are presented that prescribe how to use the PEC library. The rules prescribe when
to call which function and where to code what. In the last section an example is given.

• In chapter 5 the conclusions are presented and an indication is given where future
problems might arise and where extra research is needed.

11
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Chapter 2

The POSIX l003.1c thread library

2.1 The IEEE POSIX 1003.1c standard

To introduce (pseudo) parallel programming in C or in c++ a thread library is available for
the HP UX 9.05 system. The interface of the library used in this project is defined in the
IEEE Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) standard 1003.1c (also called Pthreads
and ISOIIEC 9945-1: 1990c). The POSIX thread standard specifies the threads application
programming interfaces and the ways in which the other POSIX interfaces behave with
respect to threads.

To make use of the library in a C or in a C++ program, the following line should be
included in the program before the library is used:

#include <pthread.h>

In the remaining part of this chapter only the most relevant aspects of programming with
treads will be discussed. More information about programming techniques to use threads
can be found in [KSS96] and [Bir89]. For information about the use of functions and types
the manual pages of the Pthread library can be consulted. They are available on the HP
UX 9.05 system.

2.2 What is a thread?

A thread is an independent sequence of execution of program code within a UNIX process.
Concrete this means that a thread is a function that runs (pseudo) parallel with other
functions (threads). So a thread basically is a function with its own stack, program counter
and registers running within a single process (see figure 2.1).

12
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UNIX Process

1~
~ 'thread

Figure 2.1: threads in a single UNIX process

Since threads run within a single UNIX process they can communicate with each other
trough the use of shared memory. This means that, unlike the construction with parallel
UNIX processes, no pipes or sockets for inter-process communication are needed. As a
result of this, fewer system resources are needed to implement concurrency. On the other
hand the use of shared memory requires a mechanism that prevents two or more threads
from altering data at the same memory address at the same time (see section 2.3).

2.3 Programming with threads

Programming with threads introduces some problems that do not occur in sequential
programming techniques. As stated in section 2.2, threads make use of shared memory to
communicate with each other. This construction needs a synchronization technique to avoid
conflicts when two or more threads simultaneously operate on shared memory or other
process resources. The Pthread library provides some basic synchronization primitives:
mutual exclusion locks and condition variables.

When only one thread at a time is allowed to have access (read or write or both) to a
process resource, for example a variable, a mutex (mutual exclusion) can be used. A mutex
is a data structure of the type pthread_ffiutex_t allocated in memory. A mutex is
initialized by the function pthread_mutex_init () and, when no longer needed,
deleted by pthread_ffiutex_destroy ().

There are two main operations on a mutex: locking and unlocking. When a mutex is
locked (by using pthread_ffiutex_lock ()), another thread that tries to lock the same
mutex blocks and enters a FIFO queue consisting of other threads that are waiting to lock
that mutex. When a thread no longer needs to hold the mutex, it releases it by calling
pthread_ffiutex_unlock (). The first thread in the FIFO queue that was waiting to
lock the mutex is the new owner of the mutex and proceeds with its execution.

The other synchronization primitives provided by the Pthread library are so called
condition variables. A mutex can only ensure serialization of an activity, but a condition
variable can cause a thread to wait until an arbitrary condition has occurred. These
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condition variables are not used in this project and will not be discussed here. More
information can be found in [KSS96] and [Bir89].

2.4 The used properties of the Pthread library

Not every aspect of the Pthread library is used in this project. In this section the used
functions will be discussed.

• int pthread_create(
pthread t *thread,
pthread-attr t attr,
pthread-startroutine t start_routine,
pthread=addr_t arg);-

The function start routine is the function that is going to be executed within the
new created thread. This function, and all its nested function invocations, will be
executed (pseudo) parallel with the calling function and all other, already existing,
threads. One ·parameter (arg) can be passed to the start routine. When more
parameters need to be passed, a structure or object can be used which contains all the
data. Upon successful completion, that is if the return value is not -1,
pthread_create () will store the ID of the created thread in the previously allocated
m.emory location referenced by thread. For the attr parameter the default settings
are used, except for the stacksize. This means that:

• The new created thread inherits the current priority and scheduling policy of the
calling thread.

• The priority is the midpoint between the minimum and the maximum priority.
• All threads are time sliced. The scheduling policy ensures that all threads, regardless

of their priority, receive some execution time so that no thread is completely denied
execution time.

• The minimum stacksize can be set by the user, because this stacksize depends on what
the user calls from the thread.

An error is reported when the system lacks the necessary resources to create a new
thread or when there is not enough memory available to create a thread object, which
defines and controls the executing thread.

• int pthread_delay_np(
struct tirnespec *interval);

This non portable routine causes a thread to wait for a specified time before continuing
execution. The struct timespec contains two fields:

• tv_sec, which contains an integer number of seconds.
• tv_ nsec, which contains an integer number of nanoseconds.

14
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• int pthread_join(
pthread t thread,
pthread=addr_t *status);

Causes the calling thread to wait for the termination of thread thread. The *status
parameter is not relevant in this discussion.

• int pthread_mutex_destroy(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

When a mutex is not longer needed it can be deleted by calling this function. The
parameter refers to the mutex that has to be deleted. An error is reported when a mutex
is deleted that is locked by another process..

• int pthread_mutex_init(
pthread mutex t *mutex,
pthread=mutexattr_t attr);

This function creates a mutex pointed to by mutex. The attributes of the mutex are set
to the default values, which means that the new mutex is of the 'fast' kind. This means
that the mutex is locked and unlocked in the fastest manner possible. A fast mutex can
only be locked once. All subsequent calls to pthread mutex lock () cause the- -
calling thread to block until the mutex is freed by the thread that owns it. When there is
not enough memory or the system lacks the necessary resources to initialize another
mutex an error is reported.

• int pthread_mutex_lock(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Locks a mutex pointed to by mutex. When another thread has locked the mutex, the
calling thread blocks and waits until the mutex becomes available. The thread that has
locked a mutex becomes its current owner and remains owner until that same thread has
unlocked it.

• int pthread_mutex unlock(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

This is the counterpart of the pthread_mutex lock () function. It unlocks a mutex
pointed to by mutex.

• void pthread_yield(
void) ;

When a thread calls this function it notifies the scheduler that it is willing to release its
processor. In the case of pseudo parallelism this means that the calling thread does not
want to use the rest of its execution time. A call to this function is performed when a
thread is waiting for an event to happen and the only way this event can happen is when
other threads make progress. In such case it is useless for the thread to spend its
remaining execution time waiting for something that cannot happen as long as other
threads do not make progress.
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Chapter 3

The PEC library

3.1 The evaluation of the PEe library

The final result of the PEC (POOSL Extension of C++) library as presented in this report is
preceded by a lot of design decisions. The most important aspect of consideration was the
balance between user friendliness of the PEC library and the efficiency of it. A balance
had to be found between two extreme situations. All the functionality· could be supported
by the PEC library which was rather impossible, because some aspects differ per
implementation. The other extreme was to not offer any library at all, so that the user had
to do everything himself. At some point in the design traject, for example, the user of the
PEC library had to lock the mutexes associated with the channels himself. And above all,
to avoid deadlock, the locking of the mutexes had to be in one specific order.
Implementation this way was getting too complicated and too many things had to be
handled by the user of the PEC library.

In the current version, a fair balance is found. The user of the PEC library is presumed to
be familiar with C++ at the level of classes, inheritance and pointers. He has to be able to
define derived classes of pre-defined classes in the PEC library. He further has to be able
to send data over channels and keep pointers to them and to a few other variables. On the
other hand the user does not have to know anything about the Pthread library and the
implementation of the communication protocol that is implemented in the PEC library. To
keep the library clear and understandable, no effort has been put into hiding the member
functions of certain classes from the user. This means that the user is able (but not
allowed!) to call some member functions that are meant for internal use of the PEC library
only. However, when only the functions presented in section 3.3 are called at the proper
time, nothing can go wrong.
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3.2 The internal structure of the PEe library

The PEC library offers the user the possibility to start a process (on a thread) that executes
in parallel with the other processes (see section 3.2.2). Further, the functionality necessary
to implement the communication principle of POOSL is offered (see section 3.2.3 up to
and including 3.3.3). In the following sections the implementation of these aspects will be
discussed. The used data structures, their use and functionality will be explained in detail.

3.2.1 The data protection

Many classes contain one or more variables that need the protection of a mutex when they
are accessed. In the classes used in the PEC library this mutex is a private variable of such
a class. Besides the mutex, two private functions are defined called lock () and
unlock (). These private member functions lock and unlock the private mutex. In the
constructor function of the class, the mutex is created and initialised. In the destructor
function the mutex is destroyed. In the private part of the class, a class locker is defined,
which is a friend class of the class its defined in. By making the locker class a friend
class, it has access to the mutex and to the functions lock () and unlock () of the class
it is contained in. The constructor of the locker class locks the mutex by calling
lock ( ). The destructor of the locker class unlocks the mutex by calling unlock ( ) .
When the mutex needs to be locked, an instance of the locker class has to be declared.
Trough its constructor function the mutex will be locked automatically. When the mutex
needs to be unlocked, the function unlock () has to be called. When the point of
execution leaves the scope, the instance of the locker class will be destroyed. This
means its destructor function will be called and the mutex is unlocked automatically. This
construction is called: scoped locking. When a mutex is locked within a scope (in c++
denoted as { }) it will be unlocked automatically when the point of execution leaves the
scope. A general example and more about scoped locking can be found in [KSS96].

In the following sections of this chapter several classes of the PEC library will be
discussed. Each class that contains a mutex, to protect one or more of the private variables
of that class, makes use of the scoped locking technique.

3.2.2 The implementation of concurrency

After initializing its instance variables, a process object in POOSL always starts its
activities by calling its initial method. In the function PECprocess create () a new
thread is created that executes a user defined function. The only thing this user defined
function does is to declare an instance of the C++ class that represents a POOSL process
class. This C++ instance represents the POOSL process object. By declaring this instance in
C++, the constructor function of the C++ class initializes the C++ representation of the
POOSL instance variables of the process. Further, the instance is told to what channels it is
connected. All this information is contained in an, especially for that instance existing,
'parameter' object (more about this in 4.1.1). After initialization of the instance, the
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function calls the member function of the instance that represents the initial method of the
POOSL process.

The use of the extra fl.;lllction in C++ which declares an instance of the process class and
which calls the member function that represents the initial method in POOSL seems
unnecessary. It would be much simpler to pass the member function that represents the
initial method in POOSL to the thread directly. This is not possible, because when a
member function of a class is passed to the thread, this function cannot address the
(private) variables of its class any more due to the new environment the thread creates.

The creation of a new thread takes very little time. Hundreds of threads can be created in
less than a second. As a result of this, the main program, that creates all the threads,
returns almost immediately after all the threads have been created. When the main program
returns, all the created threads'will be killed. This means the threads are killed almost
immediately after they have been created. The solution to this problem is to prevent the
main program from executing the return statement. For this purpose the PEC library
function PECrunningtime () is developed. This function makes sure that the main
program does not execute the return statement until a given number of seconds have
passed. This is accomplished by waiting for the termination of a thread that executes a
function which delays that thread for the given number of seconds. After the delay, the
thtread terminates. The implementation makes use of three functions. The
pthread_create() function creates a new thread. The pthread_delay_np()
function delays the execution of a thread for a given number of seconds. And the function
pthread_j oin () causes the calling thread to wait for a specified thread to terminate
before continuing its execution.

3.2.3 The communication protocol

To implement the communication principle of POOSL, a communication protocol is
developed. This protocol consists of three layers (see figure 3.1). The requests to send or
receive a message are called message requests. These requests travel through the layers of
the model from bottom to top, i.e. from process object to the scheduler.

Scheduler

Channel-Objects

Process-Objects

Figure 3.1: the layered structure of the commu
nication protocol-
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In the lower layer, all process objects execute (pseudo) parallel. When a process wants to
communicate with another process, a request to send or receive a specific message is sent
to the channel the process wants to communicate through. Basically, these requests are the
implementation of the chfm(El , ••• ,En) and ch?m(Pl' ... ,Pn I E) statements of POOSL. After a
request is performed, the requesting process waits until a rendez-vous has happened.

The middle layer contains all the channels. These channels are implemented by objects
which maintain linked lists, containing all the requests for communication on that channel.
There are two lists in each channel. One for receive requests and one for send requests.
Each time a new request for communication is received, the channel object searches one of
the lists with previously received requests to find possible communication partners. Each
time a partner is found the two involved requests are sent to the scheduler.

The scheduler is the top layer of the communication model. The scheduler collects all the
candidate requests that are ready for a rendez-vous and puts an object with a reference to
them in a circular linked list. The scheduler selects a pair of candidates at random and
performs the rendez-vous. The process of selecting and executing a rendez-vous is running
in parallel with all the other processes in the program.

3.2.4 The message request objects

When a process wants to transmit or receive a message, a so called message request
(msgreq) has to be sent to the appropriate channel objects. The class msgreq is a derived
class of the template class double_linked_el which provides the functionality to form
a double linked list of msgreq elements. The msgreq class is on its turn the base class
of all the user defined classes that must be able to contain the data objects a process wants
to send as a parameter of the message-send and the message-receive statements in POOSL.

For example, when a process wants to send a message with object X as parameter, one
needs to define a derived class, with the msgreq class as base class, and add a public
variable with the type of object X to the derived class. Before sending the request to the
channel, a copy of object X must be assigned to the variable in the derived class. In the
receiving process a copy of the parameter is assigned to the proper variable. The request
object, derived from the msgreq class, is destroyed afterwards. This way actually two
deep copies are made. When no parameters are needed in a message, no new class has to
be derived of course. In that case an instance of the msgreq class will do the job.

In case a message is received under a certain condition E, in POOSL denoted as
ch?m(p\ ,... ,Pn IE), the virtual function evalcond () of the msgreq class has to be
redefined in the derived class that represents the receive request. This function evaluates
the receive condition. The default value the evalcond () function returns is TRUE. SO
when no receive condition is specified, the function evalcond () does not need to be
specified in the derived class.
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In POOSL, the receive condition is added in the body of a method of a class. In c++ these
receive conditions have to be coded on forehand in a function (evalcond ()). A receive
condition may depend on the input parameters of the receive request, on instance variables
of the receiving process or on local variables of the method that issued the receive request.
In the C++ implementation, this means that the function evalcond () has to have access
to the private variables of the receiving process object as well as to the local variables of
the calling method in the receiving process object. To establish this, a copy of the local
variables and instance variables that are needed in the evaluation of the expression, coded
in evalcond (), are passed to the receive request before it is send to a channel. The
receive request object (derived from the msgreq class) stores these variables in its public
variables, that are defined for this purpose.

The msgreq class contains the following priv~te variables:

• int msg_id

The name of the message in POOSL is translated into numbers in the C++
implementation (see 4.1.1). For each different message in POOSL the user has to use a
unique number. The PEC library does not check the number of parameters, nor the types
of parameters in a message. So when two messages have the same name in POOSL, but
still are different messages due to a different number of parameters, for example, they
must be assigned a different number in the msg_id variable. Sometimes it may even be
necessary to give the same message two different id numbers (see section 4.1.1). The
value of the msg id variable can be retrieved by calling the member function
get_msg_id ().

• re~ctrl_cl *req_ctrl

This variable is a pointer to an instance of the req_ctrl_cl (request control class)
class. The instance of the req_ctrl_cl class this pointer points to is created by the
process that issued the request. This req_ctrl_cl class contains a private variable
re~ctrl of type integer and three public member functions get (), set () and
test (). The functions get () and set () are used to retrieve and set the value stored
in req_ctrl. The function test () accepts an integer as parameter and returns TRUE
when the private variable req_ctrl is equal to this parameter and it returns FALSE in
all the other cases. To protect the private variable req_ctrl the req.-:...ctrl_cl
applies the scoped locking technique described in section 3.2.1. The functions get ( ) and
set () lock the mutex before they operate on req ctrl. The function test ()
compares the value of req ctrl to the value of the parameter it has received. When
the two are equal, the mutex is locked and they are compared again. When they are still
equal, the function returns TRUE. When the two integers are not equal to each other the
first time they are compared, FALSE is returned. This way the mutex is only locked
when necessary which makes the library more efficient. Notice that when TRUE is
returned, the only thing one knows for sure is that req_ctrl was equal to the passed
parameter at the time the two were compared.
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When ~ process does several send and/or receive requests using a choice statement (S) or
S2 in POOSL) all these 'OR-related' requests have a pointer to the same 'shared'
req_ctr1_c1 instance. For each new individual request or group of 'OR-raleted'
request, a new instance of the req_ctr1_c1 class is created by the process that is
issuing the requests. The integer contained in this instance has the following three states
(note that although the plural form 'requests' is used, the following three points also
apply for the case that there is only one request):

• 0 : The requests are not valid yet. The state remains 0 until all the requests are sent
to their respective channels. This does not mean that a request is prohibited to
find a partner or to get scheduled. It only prohibits the scheduler to perform a
rendez-vous when one of the two requests has a pointer to an instance of the
req_ctr1_c1 class whose private req_ctr1 variable is equal to zero. This is
done to prevent that a request finds a partner and has a rendez-vous before all the
'OR-related' requests are sent to their channels. In that case a request could
become invalid before it is sent to its channel.

• 1 The requests are valid. When all requests have been sent to their respective
channels, the private variable req_c t r 1 of the req_c t r 1_c 1 instance is set to
one. The requests are made valid by the function PECwait_for_rv () (wait for
rendez-vous).

• 2 This means that one of the 'OR-related' requests or the request itself has actually
been involved in a rendez-vous and that all other 'OR-related' requests, including
this one, are therefore invalid now.

When all the requests that once had a pointer to an instance of the req ctr1 c1 are- -
destroyed (see section 3.2.5), that instance is not needed any more. In that case it will
destroy itself. To be able to know when its not needed any more, an instance of the
req_ctr1_c1 has a private integer variable that counts the number of requests that have
a pointer to this instance. When the private integer variable is zero, the instance is not
needed any more and will destroy itself.

• int status

Unlike the req_ctr1 variable, which is shared with all the 'OR-related' requests, the.
status variable only controls the instance of the msgreq class it is contained in. The
initial value of the status variable is zero. Each time a request is sent to the scheduler,
the status variable is increased by one. When an element leaves the scheduler again,
the status variable is decreased by one. There is one exception. When a request leaves
the scheduler, because it has been involved in a rendez-vous, the status variable is not
decreased by the scheduler. The receiving and transmitting processes decrease the status
when they do not need the request any more.

Using this construction, a request can be removed from the channel list when its
status variable is equal to zero and the reCLctr1 variable of the related
reCLctr1_c1 instance is equal to two. The latter condition indicates that the request is
not valid any more. This last condition alone, however, does not guarantee that the
request is not needed any more. For example, when a request has five possible partners
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for communication, there will be five objects in the scheduler that contain a pointer to
that request (see section 3.2.6). When this particular request gets involved in a rendez
vous with one of the possible partners, it becomes invalid afterwards. But when the
channel would remove this request, the scheduler would contain four objects each with a
pointer to a request that does not exist any more. To prevent this, a request may only be
removed by a channel when it is invalid and when status is zero. The latter condition
guarantees that the request is not needed any more.

• rv_msgreq_cl *rv_msgreq

The pointer rv_ msgreq points to an instance of the rv_ msgre<L.c 1 (rendez-vous
message request class) class. This instance is private to the process that issued the
request. Each process has its own instance of the rv_ msgreq_cl class. Each instance
of the rv_ msgreq_c 1 class has a private pointer variable that can point to an instance
of the msgreq class i.e. to a request. Analogue to the req_ctrl_cl the
rv_msgreq_cl has three public member functions called get (), set () and
test (). The functionality and structure of these functions is exactly the same as in the
rv_ msgre<L.c 1 class.

When a request has been involved in a rendez-vous, it sets the private pointer of the
instance pointed to by rv msgreq to its own address. By actively testing the value of
the private pointer of its rv_ msgreq_cl instance, which is NULL just after sending the
requests, a process is able to wait for a rendez-vous. For when a rendez-vous has
happened, the private pointer of the instance of the rv_ msgre<L.cl class of the process
that issued the request, points to the request that was involved in the rendez-vous. This
way a process knows what request was involved in the rendez-vous. To test the private
pointer of the rv_ msgreq_c 1 class, the public member function t est () is used.

The member functions of the msgreq class are all very straightforward. The
implementation of these functions can be found in the listing of the PEC library in
appendix 8.

3.2.5 The implementation of the channels

The channels in POOSL are represented by channel objects in the PEC library. When a
process wants to send or receive a message, a request has to be sent to the appropriate
channel. This is done by calling the PECput _ req () member function of the particular
instance of the channel class. A channel object maintains two lists, one for the receive
requests and one for the send requests. When a request is performed the channel object
first puts the new request into the appropriate list. After that the channel object searches
the other list for possible partners. A partner is found when three conditions are met:

• The two requests must have the same msg_id variable.
• The potential partner may not have a req_ctrl instance with its private integer

variable equal to two.
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• The receive condition, represented by a call to the evalcond () member function of
the request, should evaluate to TRUE.

While searching a list for a partner, the requests that are not needed any more are removed.
A request is not needed any more when two conditions are met:

• The request has been involved in a rendez-vous or has become invalid because one of its
'OR-related' requests had been involved in a rendez-vous. This means that the private
integer variable of the req ctrl instance equals two.

• The request is not needed any more by the sending or receiving process, or the request is
not or has never been in the scheduler. In the latter case the status variable equals
zero.

For each partner the channel finds, a new object in the scheduler is created which points to
the two requests. This done by calling the schedule ( ) member function of the
schedwheel class. This is the class that represents the scheduler.

In figure 3.2 a channel object is depicted together with an abstract representation of the
scheduler. In the figure message request y has found a partner and they have been sent to
the scheduler.

Scheduler

receive requests

Channel-Object

s

send requests

Figure 3.2: the internal strncture of a channel

Each channel object has its own mutex. The constructor of the channel class
initializes the mutex and the' destructor destroys it. When the member function
.PECput _ req () is called, the mutex is locked. This way only one request at a time is
added to the appropriate list and so no second request can be added simultaneously and
mess up the list structure. When the PECput _ req () function returns, the mutex is
unlocked automatically (for scoped locking see section 3.2.1).

The exact implementation of the channel objects can be found in the listing of the PEe
library in appendix 8.
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3.2.6 The implementation of the scheduler

The scheduler is an object of the schedwheel class that contains a circular, double
linked list (called the wheel) with objects of the class sched_ el. Besides the inherited
prey and next pointers from the double_linked_el class, a sched_el contains
two other pointers. One to the send request and one to the receive request object of a
message. The number of elements in the wheel is stored in the count variable. Each time
a new element is added to the .list, count is increased and vice versa. The pointer cur
points to one element in the wheel, and to NULL if none are present.

When a channel object has two matching requests, the member function schedule ()
of the schedwheel class is called. This function takes the addresses of the two matching
requests as arguments. After locking the mutex that protects the structure of the scheduler,
the request pointers of a newly created sched_el instance are set to these addresses.
Further, the new sched el object is added to the wheel, the value of count is increased
by one and the mutex of the schedwheel class is released again. In figure 3.3 the
structure of the scheduler is depicted.

Figure 3.3: the intemal structure of the scheduler

The member function execute_rv () (execute rendez-vous) selects an arbitrary pair of
requests and performs the rendez-vous. In the constructor of the schedwheel class the
function scheduler () is called within a new thread. The stacksize of this thread is 4096
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bytes. The functio~ scheduler () declares an instance of the schedwheel class and
calls the execute_ rv () function in an infinite while loop.

The function execute_rv () locks the private mutex of the schedwheel class. Then,
the cur pointer turns an arbitrary number of positions round the wheel. Each time the cur
pointer reaches an element that has to be removed, the status variables of the requests
are decreased by one, the value of count is decreased with one and the element is
removed from the wheel. A sched el element has to be removed when one of its
requests is invalid (a request is invalid when the private integer variable of the related
reCLc t r 1_c 1 instance equals two). After a random number of steps through the wheel,
the element pointed to by cur is tested. When it refers to two valid requests, the rendez
vous is performed. When one of the requests is invalid, nothing happens. until the
execute_rv () is called again. At the end of the execute_rv () function the mutex is
released automatically (scoped locking).

Before 'spinning the wheel' the value of count is tested. When it is zero, i.e. there are no
elements in the scheduler, the Pthread function pthread_yield () is called. This causes
the current thread to give its execution time to another thread. This increases the
performance of the PEC library, since it is useless to keep 'spinning' an empty wheel. This
does not mean that the efficiency of the scheduler is always optimal. For example, when
there are some elements in the wheel, a number of them may refer to requests that are still
invalid. In fact all of them may refer to invalid requests. In that case the wheel keeps
turning, but never finds a valid couple of requests until the processes that have sent them
make them valid.

The destructor function of the schedwheel class destroys the private mutex and the
circular linked list.

In the listing of the PEC library, presented in appendix 8, the exact implementation of all
the member functions of the schedwheel class can be examined closely.

3.3 The interface of the PEe library

The user interface of the PEC library consists of seven functions:

• A function to start a parallel process.
• A function to pass a request to send or receive a message to a channel.
• A function to wait for a rendez-vous to happen.
• A function to free a request.
• A function to get the message id of a request.
• A function to set the number of seconds the implementation needs to run at least.
• A function to delay the execution for a given amount of time.

These functions will be discussed in the sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4.
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3.3.1 Starting a parallel process

The function that has to be us~d to create an instance of a process class in POOSL has the
following prototype:

PECprocess create (
pooslprocess func,
void *arg,
long stacksize=61440) i

For every process class instance this function has to be called. The parameter func
accepts a pointer to the mandatory, but user defined, function that declares an instance of a
process class and calls its initial method.

To be able to pass arguments to the process the parameter arg is provided. This parameter
accepts a pointer to an object that contains all the initial arguments the user wants to pass
to the process plus the mandatory pointers to the channels the process is connected to.

The last parameter allows the user to set the minimum stacksize of the thread the process is
going to be executed on. The stacksize is given in bytes. When no stacksize is given, the
default value of 61440 bytes is chosen automatically.

3.3.2 Passing a send or receive request to a channel

When the processes are initialised, they are ready to communicate with each other. The
member function that has to be used to pass a send or receive request to a channel
object has the following prototype:

PECput req(
int id,
msgreq *req,
rv msgreq cl *rv req,
req ctrl cl *ctrI,
int-type)i

As stated in section 3.2.4, each message in POOSL has a number in the c++
implementation. The parameter id accepts that message id number of the request.

The address of the request the calling process wants to send to the channel has to be passed
to the req parameter.

The rv_ req parameter accepts a pointer to an instance of the rv_ msgreq_c 1 class.
Every process has its own instance of the rv_ msgreq_c 1 class. Each time a request is
sent to a channel, the process that sent the request passes a pointer to its rv_ msgreq_c 1
instance to the rv_ req parameter of the PECput_ req () function. This way a process
can test wether one of its request has been involved in a rendez-vous (see section 3.2.4).
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Waiting for a rendez-vous is performed by the function PECwait_for_rv () which will
be discussed in section 3.3.3.

When a process wants to send several requests, but only one is allowed to have a rendez
vous, the choice statement in POOSL is used (8) or 82). The corresponding 'OR-related'
requests require a shared variable indicating wether the requests are valid or not. This way
all the requests can be made invalid at once when one of them has been involved in a
rendez-vous. Since the requesting process is the only one that knows which requests are
'OR-related', this process creates an instance of the req_ctrl_cl class that all these
requests can share. A pointer to this instance is passed to the parameter called ctrl.

The type parameter can be given the value SEND or RECV depending on wether the
request is a send or receive request. The constants SEND and RECV are defined in the PEe
library.

3.3.3 Waiting for a rendez-vous

When a process has sent its request(s) to the channel(s), it has to wait until a rendez-vous
is performed. This waiting is performed by calling the function with the following
prototype:

PECwait for rv(
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq ,
msgreq *req_el);

This function tests in a while-do-Ioop wether the private variable of the rv_msgreq
instance of the calling process has changed from NULL to the address of a request that has
been involved in a rendez-vous. When the private variable has not changed, the function
pthread_yield () is called which gives the execution time to another thread. To allow
the PECwait_for_rv () function to test the rv_msgreq_cl class instance, a process
has to pass a pointer to this instance when the function is called. This pointer is accepted
by the rv_msgreq parameter of the PECwait_for_rvO function.

The address of (one of) the request(s) has to be passed to the req_e 1 parameter. This
enables the PECwait for rv () function to make (all the) request(s) valid at once, by- -
calling the go valid () (see appendix 8) member function of the request.

When the function PECwait for rv () has returned, the process should release the- -
request which has been involved in a rendez-vous the moment it is not needed any more.
This is performed by calling a member function of the msgreq class named
dec_status (). After a rendez-vous a process may need the request for two purposes. In
case of a receiving process the request is needed to copy the data to the local variables or
private variables. In case of a choice statement the process (send or receive) needs to know
which of the 'OR-related' requests has had a rendez-vous. This can be tested by calling the
member function get_ msgid () of the request that has been involved in a rendez-vous.
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3.3.4 Setting the execution time of the implementation

The creation of threads, i.e. of process objects, is happening so fast, that the main program
would terminate before any process could execute a single line of code. To prevent this, a
delay must be build in before the return statement of the main program. This delay is
provided by the PEe library function with the following prototype:

PECrunningtime(
int sec) i

The parameter sec accepts the number of seconds the execution minimally has to last.
When used, this function has to be called just before the return statement in the main
program.

As stated in the previous paragraph, the PECrunningtime () function delays at least a
given number of seconds. When a process, for example, puts messages on the screen the
execution of the program will take more then the given number of seconds passed to the
PECrunningtime () function.

The function PECrunningt ime () is only needed when the main program needs to be
delayed. When a process which is running on a thread has to be delayed the function with
the following prototype has to be called:

PECprocess_delay(
int sec
int nsec=O) ;

The parameter sec accepts a number of seconds and the parameter nsec accepts a
number of nanoseconds. Together, these two parameters specify the total amount of time
the process minimally has to wait. When no nanoseconds need to be specified, the second
parameter does not need to be specified when the function is invoked. In the latter case, a
default value of zero will be used automatically.
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Chapter 4

Front POOSL to C++

4.1 The file structure

To keep the c++ program clear and understandable the program is divided into several
files. A distinction can be made between optional or implementation dependent files and
mandatory or implementation independent files. The implementation dependent files
contain the code that represent one process of a POOSL description and therefore differ in
every implementation. Templates of these files are presented in appendix 6 and 7. The
mandatory files are also different every time, but are always present and necessary.
Templates of these files are presented in appendix 1 up to and including appendix 5. There
are five mandatory files.

4.1.1 The mandatory files

The following files should always be present when a POOSL description is implemented in
c++ using the PEC library:

• globals.h

This header file contains the definitions of the global variables of the program. In this
file the following aspects of the implementation are taken care of (see also appendix 1):

• The names of all the messages used in the POOSL description are given a unique
number. When a POOSL choice statement has to be implemented, in some cases an
extra name is needed in the c++ implementation. This is the case when the following
type of POOSL statements need to be implemented: sel ch?x or ch!x les. When the
message x has one number in the c++ implementation, the program cannot determine
which request has been involved in a rendez-vous. This is because the c++ programm
checks the message id field of the request that has been involved in a rendez-vous.
When both requests would have the same number, no distinction can be made.

• The data classes of the POOSL description are defined.
• The definition of the classes that represent the message requests and hold the

parameters of the messages are derived here from the base class msgreq. The send
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requests must be able to hold the datastructures the sending process wants to send.
When necessary, the receive requests must be able to hold the instance variables of the
receiving process and/or the local variables of the method that issued the receive
request in order to evaluate a receive condition. For each receive condition a new class
must be defined.

• The classes that hold the initial parameters of the processes are defined. These classes
must also be able to contain the pointer to the channel(s) a process is connected to. So
every process class that is connected to a channel has its own 'parameter' class.

• Preceded by the extern commando, instances of the parameter classes and
communication channels are declared here. This way all the files that include the
globals. h file have access to these instances.

• globals.cpp

This file contains the declarations of the global variables of the program. In this file the
following aspects of the implementation are taken care of (see also appendix 2):

• The declaration of the instances of the 'parameter' classes.
• The declaration of the instances of all the channels used in the POOSL description.

Every channel has to be declared exactly once, with a unique instance name.
• The implementation of the data class methods defined in globals . h.
• The implementation of the redefinition of the evalcond () member functions (if

necessary).

• init. h

This file contains the prototype of the ini t yrocesspararneters () function (see
appendix 3). This function is implemented in the ini t . cpp file.

• init.cpp

This file contains the implementation of the ini t processpararneters () function
(see appendix 4). This function sets the variables of the instances of the 'parameter' class
for every process. The variables in the 'parameter' objects that contain the pointer(s) to
the channel(s) the process is connected to are set to the proper channels.

• main. cpp

In this file (see appendix 5) all the processes are started by making use of the
PECprocess_create () function. Every process header file should be included in
this file. To prevent the main program from returning immediately, the function
PECrunningtirne () can be called just before the return statement.
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4.1.2 The implementation dependent files

The implementation dependent files contain the implementation of the POOSL process
class~s. The files come in couples:

• [POOSL process] .h

The template of these files is presented in appendix 6. Besides the POOSL instance
variables, there are three kinds of mandatory private variables in a process class:

• First, each process class should have a pointer, called rv_ msgreq, to an instance of
the rv_ msgreq_c 1 class. This instance is needed to determine which request has
been involved in a rendez-vous (see section 3.3.3).

• Second, each process class needs a pointer, called req_ctrl, that is able contain the
address of an instance of the req_ctrl cl class. Such an instance controls a group
of ('OR-related') request(s) or a single request (see section 3.2.4).

• Third, for every channel a process is connected to, a pointer is needed which contains
the address of that specific channel object.

As stated before, all the channel pointers are given to the channel during initialisation
through an instance of the 'parameter' class. The public part of the process class
definition contains the POOSL instance methods definitions, the POOSL initial method
definition and the constructor of the class.

The prototype of the file start_ [POOSL process class name] () IS the last
definition coded in the header file.

• [POOSL process] .cpp

In this file, three types of functions are implemented:

• The constructor function. This function accepts a pointer to the instance of the
'parameter' class which contains the pointers to the channels this process will be
connected to and the initial parameters. In the body of the constructor these parameters
will be assigned to the corresponding private variables. Further an instance of the
rv_ msgreq_cl class is created. The mandatory pointer rv_ msgreq is set to the
address of the newly created rv_ msgreq_cl instance.

• The initial method and all the other instance methods of the process.

• The function start_ [POOSL process class name] (). This function declares
an instance of the process class and calls its initial method. It accepts a pointer and
passes this pointer on to the process object when it is declared. In the main. cpp file
the address of this function is passed as the first argument of the
PECprocess_create () function. The argument passed to this function is a pointer
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to an instance of the 'parameter' class created for this specific instance of the process
class.

4.2 Implementation guidelines

In this section a possible manner of implementing POOSL specification in C++ using the
PEC library is presented. The following steps should be taken:

In the file globals . h:

• Give all the messages in the POOSL description a unique number, sometimes an extra
name and number is needed (see section 4.1.1).

• Define all the data classes, give them all a unique name.
• Define all the classes, derived from the msgreq class, needed for the send requests.

Each combination of parameters a process wants to send with a message should get its
own derived class. This derived class should be able to contain these parameters.
Remember to define a class for every receive request with a different receive condition.

• Define all the classes that contain initial parameters. One class for every process. Give a
class the name of the corresponding process followed by 'params'. This way it is
always clear what kind of class it is and which process it is meant for. Define the pointer
variables that are going to hold the addresses of the channel(s) a process is connected to.

• Declare an instance of the 'parameter' class for every process, preceded by the extern
commando. The names of the variables that hold the instances should begin with
'params_' followed by the name of the process they are made for.

• Declare all the channels, preceded by the extern commando. The classes ate of the
class channel. Give all the variables that hold the instances a unique name, usually the
same name as in the POOSL description.

In the file globals . cpp:

• Repeat the last two points of globals. h, but without the extern commando.
• Implement the methods of the data classes defined in globals. h.
• Implement the evalcond () member function for every defined receive request class in

globals.h.

In the file init . cpp:

• Implement the body of the init _processparameters ( ) function. For every
process an instance of the 'parameter' class (declared in globals . cpp) should be set
to the proper values. Remember to set the pointer variables referring to the channels a
process is connected to.

In the file main. cpp:

• Include all the header files of the processes.
• Call the function ini t processparameters ( ) .
• Start all the processes by calling PECprocess create () .
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• When necessary, set the number of seconds, the mam function has to delay before
returning, by calling PECrunningtime () .

Now define all the process classes in separate ' .h' header files and implement them in
separate' .cpp' files. For process Proc for example:

In the file proc . h:

• As in most header files, the first lines of the file should be:
#ifndef PROC H
#define PROC-H

• Define the process class. Remember to define the mandatory variables rv msgreq,
req_ctr1 and the pointer(s) to the channel(s). Define the private instance variables,
the instance methods and initial method.

• Define the prototype of the function that is going to be executed by the thread. Give it
the name start_proc ().

In the file proc . cpp:

• Include the header file proc . h.
• Implement the constructor function that copies the initial parameters to the private

variables and sets the channel pointers to the proper channels. Further, an instance of the
rv_msgreq_c 1 is created. The address of this newly created instance is assigned to the
mandatory rv_msgreq pointer variable of the process class. .

• Implement the initial method and all the other instance methods of the class.
• Implement the start_proc () function.

4.3 Examples of some typical constructions

4.3.1 Sending and receiving a message

The following situation is given. There are two processes named Send and Receive. Process
Send wants to send message m on channel out. A parameter of this message is object smobj
of the class obj_class. Process Receive wants to receive message m on channel in under the
condition that the object smobj is equal to the value of the instance variable object obj.
Further, Receive wants to bind smobj to its instance variable rmobj.

In POOSL, this situation looks like this:

• Send process

out! m (smobj ) ;

• Receive process

in?m(rmobj lrmobj=obj);
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In C++, this situation looks like this:

• Send process

Declare a pointer variable mmsg that can point to an instance of the m_ cl class. The
m_cl class is derived from the msgreq class and represents the send request.

m_cl *mmsg;

Create new instances of the reCL-ctrl_cl class and the m_cl class and assign the
adresses of these newly created instances to the pointer variables reCL-ctrl and mmsg.

req ctrl=new req ctrl cl;
mmsg=new m_ cl ; - -

Copy the object smobj to the obj variable in the send request.
mmsg->obj=smobj;

Send the request for message m, pointed to by mmsg, to the channel, named out.
out->PECput req(m, mmsg, &rv msgreq, req ctrl, SEND);

Wait until a rendeZ:vous is performed. - -
PECwait for rv(&rv msgreq, mmsg);

After the send request has been involved in a rendez-vous, it is not needed any more.
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status() ;

• Receive process

Declare a pointer variable mmsg that can point to an instance of the m_cl_cond class.
The m_cl_cond class is derived from the msgreq class and represents the receive
request. The m_ cl_cond class contains the receive condition.

m_cl_cond *mmsg;

Create new instances of the req_ctrl_cl class and the m_cl_cond class and assign
the addresses of these newly created instances to the pointer variables req ctrl and
mmsg.

req ctrl=new req ctrl cl;
mmsg=new m_cl_cond; -

Copy the object obj to the obj variable in the receive request.
mmsg->obj=obj;

Send the request for message m, pointed to by mmsg, to the channel, named in.
in->PECput req(m, mmsg, &rv msgreq, req ctrl, RECV);

Wait until a rendez-vous is performed. - -
PECwait for rv(&rv msgreq, mmsg);

Copy the receiveddata object from the request to the private variable rmobj
rmobj=((m cl *)rv msgreq->get())->obj;

After the data has been copIed, the request is not needed any more.
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status() ;
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• In the file globals . h the conditional receive request class would be coded as follows:

class m_cl_cond : public msgreq {
public:

obj class objj
int-evalcond(msgreq *sndreq) j

}

• In the file globals. cpp the receive condition would be coded as follows:

int m cl cond: :evalcond(msgreq *sndreq){ --

Test wether the two objects are equal or not.
if( obj==((m_cl *)sndreq)->obj ) return TRUEj
return FALSEj

}

4.3.2 The implementation of the choice statement

The following situation is given. A process wants to receive message err or message ack
on channel in. When it receives message err, an instance variable x has to be increased by
one. When it receives message ack, x has to be set to zero.

In POOSL, this situation looks like this:

(in?errj x:=x+lj) or (in?ackj x:=Oj)

In C++, this situation looks like this:

Declare pointer variables errmsg and ackmsg that can point to instances of the msgreq
class.

msgreq *errmsgj
msgreq *ackmsgj

Create new instances of the req_ctrl_cl class and the msgreq class and assign the
addresses of these newly created instances to the pointer variables req ctrl, errmsg
and ackmsg.

req_ctrl=new req_ctrl_clj
errmsg=new msgreqj
ackmsg=new msgreqj

Send the requests for message err and ack, pointed to by errmsg and ackmsg, to the
channel, named in.

in->PECput req(err, errmsg, &rv_msgreq, req ctrl, RECV) j

in->PECput=req(ack, ackmsg, &rv_msgreq, req-ctrl, RECV) j

Wait until a rendez-vous is performed.
PECwait_for_rv(&rv_msgreq, ackmsg) j

Test which of the requests has been involved in a rendez-vous.
if( rv_msgreq->get()->get_msg_id() == err) {
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The err message has been involved in a rendez-vous. Release the request and increase x
by one.

rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status() ;
x:=x+1;

}
else {

The ack message has been involved in a rendez-vous. Release the request and set x to
zero.

rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status() ;
x:=O;

} ;

When, in a choice statement, no communication requests are involved, the implementation
in C++ can make use of the random number generator and the modulo division.

Consider the following POOSL description:

sel
x:x+1;

or
x:=x+2;

or
x:=x+3;

les

This could be implemented in C++ as follows:

switch ( random()%3 ) {
case 0: x=x+1; break;
case 1: x=x+2; break;
case 2: x=x+3; break;

} i

When communication requests and non communication requests statements are involved in
one choice statement, no implementation is possible yet.

4.4 The implementation of the PAR protocol

As a final example a variant of the PAR (Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission)
protocol will be described in POOSL and will consequently be implemented in C++. This
POOSL specification is also used in [Voe95a].

, 4.4.1 A description of the PAR protocol

The protocol works as follows. As shown in figure 4.1, the system consists of eight
communicating processes: a Generator, a Sender, a Receiver, an Absorber, two Timers, an
Acknowledgement Channel and a Transmission Channel.
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[ Generator I Absorber I
I in lout

d Transmission e
- Channel r----

Sender Receiver

Acknowledgement
- r-c Channel

al Ib gl Ih

[ Timer I Timer )
Figure 4.1: the implemented version of the PAR protocol

The Generator endlessly transmits new messages to the Sender. If the Sender receives a
message (together with some data) from its input channel, it sets a Timer, adds a bit to the
received data, and sends the tagged message via the Transmission Channel to the Receiver.
The value of the bit is the complement of the value assigned to the previous message.
After the tagged message has been sent, the Sender waits for a message together with an
acknowledge bit to arrive. The value of this bit should be equal to the value of the bit
assigned to the message previously sent. If this is the case, a new message can be offered
by the Generator. If the bits are not equal, the acknowledge message is just absorbed. If in
the mean time the Timer expires and gives a time out, the tagged message is retransmitted.

The Receiver operates in a similar manner. If the Receiver is offered a tagged message it
checks wether the tag bit equals the expected bit. If this is so, the message, together with
the data is sent to the Absorber, an acknowledge message is offered to the
Acknowledgement Channel and the Timer is set. If the bit differs from the expected bit,
the message is just ignored. When the Receiver gets a time out, the previously sent
acknowledge message is retransmitted. Both channels are unreliable: they can either
duplicate or loose messages.

Besides the description of the seven different process classes, the POOSL description also
uses a data object Bit to represent a bit. The data that is transported are complex numbers.
The Generator sends l+11i, 2+12i, 3+13i, ....
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The POOSL description of the just described PAR protocol can be found in appendix 9.
The files that contain the C++ implementation can be found in appendix 10.

4.4.2 The performance of the implementation

The performance of the implementation in C++ of the par protocol, described in
section 4.4.1, is measured by the average number of rendez-vous actions that have been
performed during one second of execution time. Further, the amount of memory used
during the execution of the program is measured. The results are presented in table 1.

Table 1: testresults of the implementation of the PAR protocol

average number of rendez-vous actions 606

standard deviation of the number of rendez-vous actions 63

simulation time 1 second

number of user defined processes 8

stack size per user defined process 1 Mb

memory use during execution 13 Mb

By writing messages to a file during execution, the communication actions that take place
in the implemented PAR protocol can be visualised. Each time one of the following events
happens, a message is written to the file:

• The process object Sender is involved in a rendez-vous.
• The process object Receiver is involved in a rendez-vous.
• The process object Generator has sent a complex number.
• The process object Absorber has received a complex number.

After executing the program that represents the PAR protocol, the file could contain the
following fragment of text:

-----»»> Generator : I've sent another complex number (l+lli)

Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
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I've received from the Generator l+lli
I've sent an 'ack' to the AcknowledgeChannel with bit a
I've sent to the TransmissionChannel l+lli and bit 1
I've triggered the Timer
I've triggered the Timer
I've received a timeout from the Timer
I've received a timeout from the Timer
I've sent an 'ack' to the AcknowledgeChannel with bit a
I've sent to the TransmissionChannel l+lli and bit 1
I've triggered the Timer
I've triggered the Timer
I've received a timeout from the Timer
I've received a timeout from the Timer
I've sent an 'ack' to the AcknowledgeChannel with bit a



Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver

From POOSL to C++

I've sent to the TransmissionChannel l+lli and bit 1
I've triggered the Timer
I've triggered the Timer
I've received from the TransmissionChannel l+lli and bit 1

-----»»> Absorber: I've received another complex number (l+lli)

Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver

I've received a timeout from the Timer
I've sent to the Absorber l+lli
I've sent to the TransmissionChannel l+lli and bit 1
I've sent an 'ack' to the AcknowledgeChannel with bit 1
I've triggered the Timer
I've triggered the Timer
I've received an 'ack' from the AcknowledgeChannel with bit 1
I've received a timeout from the Timer

-----»»> Generator : I've sent another complex number (2+12i)
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

In this report a method is presented to implement POOSL descriptions in C++. This method
makes use of a specially for this purpose developed library called PEC (POOSL Extension
of C++). The PEC library makes is possible to implement the communication principles of
POOSL, including conditional reception of messages. The method describes the way to
implement the choice statement with regard to communication requests.

The PEC library does not offer the functionality to implement the interrupt statements,
abort statements or the guarded command statements yet. The concept of tail recursion is
not supported either. Further, it is not possible to implement a choice statement where a
choice has to be made between communication requests and non communication requests.

The implementation of a POOSL data class in C++ is straightforward. There are no
elements in the syntax of POOSL that require additional functionality in C++, for example
offered by an additional library such as the PEC library.

An example is worked out to test the method and the PEC library. The result is a working
implementation of the PAR (Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission) protocol.
The average number of rendez-vous actions that is performed during one second execution
time is 606 (with a standard deviation of 63).

5.2 Future work

To test the library extensively, larger designs with more parallel executing processes should
be implemented. This way a better insight can be gained in the amount of time and system
resources the execution of an implementation requires.

The implementation of guarded commands, interrupt statements, abort statements and the
concept of tail-recursion need further research.
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The problem with the guarded command is that after the guard is evaluated, an attempt has
to be made to execute the first step of the statement guarded by the command. Only when
the latter is possible the execution of the statement is continued. When this is not possible
the state of the executing process has to be restored to the state just before the expression
was evaluated, and the guarded command blocks. Even when the guard is side effect free
and consequently no restoring is needed, this statement still requires extra functionality of
the implemented communication system of the PEC library. A problem is, for example,
when the guarded statement is a message request, the executing process cannot know
wether this request shall have a rendez-vous or not. In other words if the process will be
able to execute the first step of the guarded statement.

The abort statement denotes that one statement executes until it is aborted by another.
From that moment on the aborting statement keeps executing and the aborted statement is
completely discarded. A possible solution might be to execute both statements on a
different thread and kill the thread of the aborted statement when the aborting statement is
executed. A problem that arises here is how to handle a pending message request of the
process that is just interrupted by the other. The interrupt statement causes similar
problems.

A solution has to be found to combine message request statements and non message
request statements in one choice statement.

The method and the library presented in this report are developed in such a way that there
is always a clear correspondence between the C++ code and the POOSL code. In the future,
after several adjustments, it should therefore be possible to automatically generate C++ code
out of a POOSL description.
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Appendix 1

Template of the file: globals.h

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This header file has to be included by any file that wants access to the global
variables of the program.
Here the class definitions of the used messages and the initial parameters are
defined.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef GLOBALS H
#define --GLOBALS-H

#include <poosl.h>

//The message names in POOSL are given a unique number here.
#define [POOSL message name] 1
#define [POOSL message name] 2

//Classes that represent the data class in POOSL.
class [POOSL data class name]
private:

[declaration POOSL instance variables]
public:

[declaration POOSL instance methods]
} ;

//Classes that hold the parameters of the messages that have parameters in POOSL.
class [request class name] : public msgreq
public: - -

. [parameters of the POOSL send message]
[OR]
[parameters needed for the evaluation of the receive condition] ;
//Optional if you need to redefine the evalcond() function
int evalcond(msgreq *sndreq);

} ;

Appendix 1

//classes that hold the initial parameters for the processes.
class [POOSL process class name]params {
public:

//The following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
//instance is connected to.
channel *[POOSL communication channel name];

} ;

//Initialisation parameters for all the process instances.
extern [POOSL process class name]params params_[POOSL process instance name];

//Declaration of all the channels.
extern channel [POOSL communication channel name] ;

#endif
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Appendix 2

Template of the file: globals.cpp

Template of the file: globals.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This file contains all the global varaibles. This means all the pointers to
the channelmessagelists and the initilalisation variables of all the processes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <poosl.h>
#include <globals.h>

//Initialisation parameters for all the process instances.
[POOSL process class name]params params_[POOSL process instance name] ;

//Channels.
channel [POOSL communication channel name];

[body of the method] ;

//Implement the data class methods.
[return type] [POOSL data class name] : : [method
{

}

name] ( [parameters] )

//Optional if you need to redefine the evalcond() function
int [request class name] cl::evalcond(msgreq *sendreq){ - - -

[body that represents the receive condition]
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Appendix 3

Template of the file: init.h

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This headerfile contains the prototype of the function in procinit.cpp.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef PROCINIT H
#define ==PROCINIT=H

//initialisation of the initial parameters of the POOSL-processes.
void init-Frocessparameters(void);

#endif
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Appendix 4

Template of the file: init.cpp

Template of the file: init.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This file contains the implementation of the function init-processparameters().
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <init.h>
#include <globals.h>

//This function initialises the initial parameters of all the POOSL-processes
void init-processparameters(void)
{

//initialise the parameters for a POOSL process
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Appendix 5

Template of the file: main.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The main function starts up all the parallel processes (threads) and determines
how long the program will run at least (in seconds).
The first thing the main function does is call the function
init-processparameters() which sets the initial parameters of the processes
and sets yhe channels a specific instance is connected to.
After this all the threads (parallel processes) are started. The final
call is to the function PECrunningtime(), which takes as a parmeter the total
time the program at least has to run (to terminate endless loops) .
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
//Include the three mandatory header files.
#include <poosl.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <init.h>
//Include the header files belonging to the POOSL processes.
#include < [POOSL process class name] .h>

int main (void)
{

init-processparameters();
PECprocess create(

(pooslprocess)start [POOSL process class name].
(void *)&params [POOSL process class name],
[stacksize]); -

PECrunningtime([number of seconds]);
return 0;

}
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Appendix 6

Template of a process class header file

Template of a process class header file

#ifndef
#define

[POOSL PROCESS CLASS NAME] H
[POOSL PROCESS CLASS NAME]=H

#include <globals.h>

class [POOSL process class name] {
//POOSL instance variables.
[POOSL instance variable]
//Mandatory: needed to determine which request has been involved in a rendez-vous.
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
//Mandatory: needed to control the request(s).
req_ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel * [communication channel name];

public:
[POOSL process class name] (void *ptr);
//POOSL instance methods.
[POOSL instance method] ( [parameters] )

} ;

void start_[POOSL process class name] (void *ptr);

#endif
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Appendix 7

Template of a process class file

#include < [POOSL PROCESS CLASS NAME] .h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>

[POOSL process class name]:: [POOSL process class name] (void *ptr)
{

Appendix 7

IIAssign the address of a newly created instance of the rv_msgreq_cl to the rv msgreq
Ilvariable.
rv msgreq=new rv msgreq cl;
IIAssign the initial parameters pointed to by 'ptr' to the instance parameters.

void IPOOSL process class name] ::[POOSL instance method] ([parameters])
{

IIDeclare the needed communication variables

[body of the POOSL instance method]

void start_Sender(void *ptr)

IPOOSL process class name] [POOSL process class name]_instance(ptr);

IICall the initial method
[POOSL process class name]_instance. [POOSL initial_method] ();
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Source code of the PEe library

Source code of the PEe library

File : poosl.h

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This header file offers the functionality necessary to implement POOSL
descriptions in c++.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef POOSL H
#define --POOSL-H

#include <pthread.h>
#include <errno.h>

#define SEND 0
#define RECV 1
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0

typedef pthread startroutine t pooslprocess;
class msgreq; - -

base-class for double linked list elements.//Class that provides the
template <class data t>
class double linked el (

data t *next; -
data-t *prev;

public-;-
double linked el(void) (
void set next(data t *n)
void set~rev(data=t *p)
data_t *get_next(void) (
data t *get-prev(void) {

}; -

next=prev=NULL;
{ next=n; }
{ prev=p; }
return next; }
return prev; }

//Class that containes a 're~ctrl' variable and a mutex to protect it.
class re~ctrl_cl (

int re~ctrl;

int alive;
//Create an object monitor that acquires and releases the lock,
//even when a return, break, goto or exception is executed.
pthread mutex t mut;
void lock(void) { pthread mutex lock (&mut) ; }
void unlock(void) { pthread mutex unlock (&mut) ;
class locker; --
friend class re~ctrl_cl::locker;

class locker (
req_ctrl_cl *ptr;

public:
//Constructor: Acquire the lock when created.
locker(re~ctrl_cl *objp) ( ptr=objp; ptr->lock();
//Destructor: Release the lock when destroyed.
-locker (void) ( ptr->unlock(); }

} ;
public:
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o ) { delete &mon; deletealive

}

alive++; }
alive--; if(

re~ctrl_cl(void};

-re~ctrl_cl(void);

void set(int i} { locker mon(this}; re~ctrl=i; }
int get(void} { locker mon(this}; return re~ctrl;

int test (int i);
void inc alive(void} ( locker mon(this);
void dec-alive (void) ( locker mon(this);

this; } } 
} ;

//Class that containes a 'rv_msgreq' variable and a mutex to protect it.
class rv_msgre~cl (

msgreq *rv msgreq;
//Create an object monitor that acquires and releases the lock,
//even when a return, break, goto or exception is executed.
pthread mutex t mut;
void lock(void) { pthread_mutex_lock(&mut}; }
void unlock(void) { pthread_mutex_unlock(&mut};
class locker;
friend class rv msgre~cl::locker;

class locker { -
rv_msgre~cl *ptr;

public:
/IConstructor: Acquire the lock when created.
locker(rv_msgre~cl *objp} { ptr=objp; ptr->lock(};
//Destructor: Release the lock when destroyed.
-locker (void) { ptr->unlock(}; }

} ;
public:

rv msgreq cl(void};
-rV_msgre~cl(void);
void set(msgreq *r) ( locker mon(this); rv_msgreq=r; }
msgreq *get(void} { locker mon(this}; return rv_msgreq;
int test(msgreq *r);

};

//Class that represents a message request element.
class msgreq : public double_linked_el<msgreq> {
private:

//Create an object monitor that acquires and releases the lock,
//even when a return, break, goto or exception is executed.
pthread mutex t status mut;
void lock (void) ( pthread mutex lock(&status mut); }
void unlock(void) ( pthread mutex unlock (&status mut);
class locker; - - -
friend class msgreq::locker;
class locker (

msgreq *ptr;
public:

//Constructor: Acquire the lock when created.
locker(msgreq *objp) { ptr=objp; ptr->lock(}; }
/IDestructor: Release the lock when destroyed.
-locker (void) ( ptr->unlock(); }

} ;
int msg id;
int status;
re~ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
public:

msgreq (void) ;
-msgreq (void) ;
void inc_status(void} ( locker status_mon(this); status++;
void dec status (void) { locker status mon(this); status--;
int test-status(int i}; -
int test=re~ctrl(int i) ( return re~ctrl->test(i); }
re~ctrl_cl *get_re~ctrl(void) { return re~ctrl; }
int test_rv_msgreq(msgreq *r) { return rv_msgreq->test(r};
void set_rv_msgreq(ms~req*r) ( rv_msgreq->set(r); }
int get msg id(void) { return msg id; }
void set_msg~eq(int id, rv_msgreq=cl *rv_req, re~ctrl_cl *ctrl};
void go_invalid(void} ( re~ctrl->set(2); }
void go_valid(void} ( re~ctrl->set(l); }
virtual int evalcond(msgreq *sndreq) { return TRUE; }

} ;

//Class that represents a channel.
class channel {

//Create an object monitor that acquires and releases the lock,
//even when a return, break, goto or exception is executed.
pthread mutex t mut;
void lock(void} { pthread mutex lock (&mut) ; }
void unlock (void) { pthread_mutex_unlock(&mut};
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class locker;
friend class channel::locker;
class locker {

channel *ptr;
public:

//Constructor: Acquire the lock when created.
locker(channel *objp) { ptr=objp; ptr->lock(};
//Destructor: Release the lock when destroyed.
-locker (void) { ptr->unlock(); }

} ;
msgreq *rcvre<t-head;
msgreq *rcvre<t-tail;
msgreq *sndre<t-head;
msgreq *sndre<t-tail;
void find-partners(msgreq *req, msgreq **head, msgreq **tail, int type};
void rmlist(msgreq *l};

public:
channel(void);
-channel (void) ;
void PECput req(int id, msgreq *req, rv_msgrerr cl *rv_req, re<t-ctrl_cl *ctrl, int type);

}; - "-

void PECprocess_create(pooslprocess func, void *arg, long stacksize=61440};
void PECrunningtime(int sec};
void PECwait_for_rv(rv_msgre<t-cl *rv_msgreq, msgreq *req_el);

#endif
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*s, msgreq *r) { sndreq=s; rcvreq=r; }
{ return sndreq; 1
{ return rcvreq;

Source code of the PEe library

File : poosI.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In this file the POOSL EXTENSION of c++ (PEC) is implemented.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
//Display debug information (cerr)
//#define debug
//Display messages (cerr)
#define display_messages

#include <poosl.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>

//Class that reperesents the ring structure of the scheduler.
class schedwheel {

//Create an object monitor that acquires and releases the lock,
//even when a return, break, goto or exception is executed.
pthread mutex t mut;
void lock(void) { pthread mutex lock (&mut) ; }
void unlock (void) { pthread mutex unlock (&mut) ;
class locker; --
friend class schedwheel::locker;
class locker {

schedwheel *ptr;
public:

//Constructor: Acquire the lock when created.
locker(schedwheel *objp) { ptr=objp; ptr->lock();
//Destructor: Release the lock when destroyed.
-locker (void) { ptr->unlock(); }

} ;
class sched el : public double linked el<sched el>

msgreq *sndreq;
msgreq *rcvreq;

public:
void set requests(msgreq
msgreq *get sndreq(void)
msgreq *get-rcvreq(void)

}; -
sched el *cur;
int count;
void rm element(sched el *el);

public: - -
schedwheel(void) ;
-schedwheel(void);
void schedule(msgreq *s, msgreq *r);
void execute rv(void);

}; -

void scheduler (void) ;
void delaythread (void *sec);
void init mutex(pthread mutex t *m);
void destroy_mutex(pthread_mutex_t m);

pthread t thread;
schedwheel wheel;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

pthread_mutex_t m : Mutex that is going to be initialized.

Appendix 8

DESCRIPTION
This function initializes mutex 'm'.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void init mutex(pthread mutex t *m) /(- --

//Initialize the mutex 'm' and handle possible errors.
if( pthread mutex init(m, pthread mutexattr default) == -l ) {

switch (errno) {- --
case EAGAIN:

cerr«"ERROR: The system lacks the necessary resources to initialise another mutex\n";
break;

case ENOMEM:
cerr«"ERROR: Insufficient memory exists to initialise the mutex\n";
break;

} ;
exit(O);
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};

/*--------------------------~---------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

pthread_mutex_t m : The mutex that is going to be destroyed.

DESCRIPTION
This function destroys mutex 'm'.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void destroy mutex(pthread mutex t m}{ - --

//Destroy the mutex 'm' and handle possible errors.
if( pthread_mutex_destroy(&m} == -1 } (

switch (errno) (
case EBUSY:

cerr«"ERROR: An attempt was made to destroy a locked mutex\n";
break;

case EINVAL:
cerr«"ERROR: The value specified by mutex is invalid (mutex doesn't exist?)\n";
break;

} ;
exit (O) ;

};

thread.

function that will be invoked in the new

(a void pointer) is passed as a parameter to

The address of the
thread.
A copy of 'arg'
, func'.
The minimum stacksize of the newstacksize

arg

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

func

DESCRIPTION
This function creates a new thread i.e. a new POOSL process.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void PECprocess create(pooslprocess func, void *arg, long stacksize=61440)
{ -

pthread_attr_t *pthread_attr = new pthread_attr_t;

//Initialize the attributes and set the minimum stacksize.
pthread attr create(pthread attr};
pthread-attr-setstacksize(pthread attr, stacksize);
//Create a thread and handle possIble errors.
if( pthread create(&thread, *pthread attr, (pooslprocess)func, (void *)arg) == -1 } {

switch (errno) ( -
case EAGAIN:

cerr«"ERROR: The system lacks the necessary resources to create another threat\n";
break;

case ENOMEM:
cerr«"ERROR: Insufficient memory exists to create the thread object\n";
break;

} ;
exit (1) ;

};
#ifdef display messages
cerr«"The minImum stacksize is "«pthread_attr_getstacksize(*pthread_attr}«" bytes\n";
#endif

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

sec : A pointer to an integer that contains the number of seconds this thread
has to be delayed.

DESCRIPTION
This is a help function for PECrunningtime. It delays the thread for a
specified time and then returns.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void delaythread (void *sec}
(

timespec rtime;

rtime.tv sec=*«int *)sec);
rtime.tv-nsec=O;
//Delay the execution.
pthread_delay_np(&rtime) ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS
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sec: The number of seconds this function delays before returning.

DESCRIPTION
This function controls the total time (in secs) the program executes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void PECrunningtime(int sec)
{

pthread attr t *pthread attr
pthread=addr=t hlp; -
pthread t dthread;

#ifdef display messages
cerr«"\nstartlng the program, total runningtime will be "«sec«" seconds, starting

now ... \n\n";
#endif
//Initialize attributes and set the minimum stacksize.
pthread attr create(pthread attr);
pthread-attr-setstacksize(pthread attr, 4096);
//Create a thread and handle possIble errors.
if( pthread_create(&dthread, *pthread_attr, (pooslprocess) delaythread, (void *)&sec) -1 )

switch (errno) {
case EAGAIN;

cerr«"ERROR; The system lacks the necessary resources to create another threat\n";
break;

case ENOMEM;
cerr«"ERROR: Insufficient memory exists to create the thread object\n";
break;

} ;
exit(1) ;

} ;
pthread join (dthread, &hlp);
#ifdef display messages
cerr«"\nTerminating the program after a runningtime of "«sec«" seconds ... \n\n";
#endif

A pointer to the 'rv_msgreq' object of the process that sent
the request(s).
The address of one of the requests the calling process has sent.
Any request will do, because thay all share the variable that
indicates wether the requests are valid or not.

rect...el

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

rv_msgreq

DESCRIPTION
This function sets the 'rv msgreq' to NULL, makes the request pointed to by
'reCL..el' valid (and automatically all its partners in an OR construction) and
waits until one of the requests has had a rendez-vous an then returns.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void PECwait for rv(rv msgreq cl *rv msgreq, msgreq *reCL..el){ - - - - -

rv_msgreq->set(NULL) ;
req el->go valid() ;
//When no rendez-vous has occured, no more execution time is needed at this
//moment
while ( rv_msgreq->test(NULL) ) pthread_yield();

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This constructor function initializes the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
rv msgreq cl::rv msgreCL..cl(void){ - - -

init_mutex(&mut) ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This destructor function destroys the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
rv msgrect...cl::-rv msgreCL..cl(void){ - -

destroy mutex(mut) ;
} -
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/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

msgreq r : Test wether 'rv_msgreq' is equal to 'r' or not.

DESCRIPTION
This function returns TRUE if 'rv msgreq' is equal to 'r' at this moment.
In the other case FALSE is returned.
Be Aware: The value may change immediately after the lock is released!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int rv msgre~cl::test(msgreq*r)
{ -

if( rv msgreq == r ) (
locker mon(this);
if ( rv_msgreq == r ) return TRUE;

} ;
return FALSE;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This constructor function initializes the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
re~ctrl cl: :re~ctrl cl(void)(- -

init mutex(&mut) ;
alive=O;

/*---------------------------------------------~--------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This destructor function destroys the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
req ctrl cl: :-re~ctrl cl(void){- - -

destroy_mutex(mut) ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

int t : Test wether 're~ctrl' is equal to 'i' or not.

DESCRIPTION
This function returns TRUE if 're~ctrl' is equal to 'i' at this moment.
In the other case FALSE is returned.
Be Aware: The value may change immediately after the lock is released!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int req ctrl cl: :test(int i){ --

if ( re~ctrl == i ) (
locker mon(this);
if ( re~ctrl == i ) return TRUE;

} ;
return FALSE;

/*--------"---------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This constructor function initializes the mutex and initializs 'status'.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
msgreq::msgreq(void)
{

status=O;
init_mutex(&status_mut) ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This destructor function destroys the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
msgreq::-msgreq(void)
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The id of the message.
A pointer to the 'rv msgreq' object of the calling process.
A pointer to the (shared) 'req ctrl' object that controls the
'OR related' requests. -

Source code of the PEe library

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

id
rv req
ctrl

DESCRIPTION
This function allows to sets the msg_id, re~ctrl and rv_msgreq variables of
the msgreq class.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void msgreq::set msgreq(int id, rv msgre~cl *rv req, re~ctrl cl *ctrl){ - - - -

msg_id=id;
rv msgreq=rv req;
reCi-ctrl=ctrl;
//Increase the number of related requests by one
req ctrl->inc alive();
//All the reqUests are invalid by default.
re~ctrl->set(O);

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

int i : Test wether 'status' is equal to 'i' or not.

DESCRIPTION
This function returns TRUE if 'status' is equal to 'i' at this moment.
In the other cases FALSE is returned.
Be Aware: The value may change immediately after the lock is released!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int msgreq::test status(int i)
( -

if( status == i ) (
locker status mon(this);
if ( status =~ i ) return TRUE;

} ;
return FALSE;

}

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

1 : A pointer to a double linked list of 'msgreq' elements (or derived class)

DESCRIPTION
This function destroys the list pointed to by '1'. This function is used in
the destructor function of the channel class.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void channel::rmlist(msgreq *1)
{

msgreq *cur;

cur=l;
while ( cur != NULL ) {

l=l->get next () ;
delete cur;
cur=l;

};
}

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This constructor function initializes a mutex for the channellists it contains
and controls. It initializes the head and tail pointers to NULL.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
channel::channel(void)
{

//Initialize the mutex.
init mutex(&mut) ;
//inItialize the pointers to NULL
rcvre~head=NULL

rcvre~tail=NULL

sndre~head=NULL

sndre~tail=NULL

}
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/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This destructor function deinitializes the mutex and removes the lists.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
channel;;-channel(void)
{

//Destroy the mutex.
destroy mutex(mut) ;
//Destroy the lists.
rmlist(sndre~head);
rmlist(rcvre~head) ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

req A pointer to the message request that looks for a partner.
head Pointer to a pointer which points to the address of the object at

the lists head.
tail Pointer to a pointer which points to the address of the object at

the lists tail.
type Type of the message request 'req'; SEND or RECV.

DESCRIPTION
This functions searches the given list (head, tail) in this channel to find
partners for the new request. When a partner is found they are sent to the
scheduler. When an invalid, not longer needed, request is found it will be
removed. This function assumes the mutex is locked

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void channel;:find-partners(msgreq *req, msgreq **head, msgreq **tail, int type)
{

msgreq *cur;

//Search the list.
cur=*head;
while ( cur != NULL ) {

//Remove elements with status 0 and re~ctrl 2 until you reach the end of
lithe list or an element that doesn't have status 0 and req ctrl 2.
while ( ( cur->test status (0) ) && ( cur->test_req_ctrl(2) T ) {

msgreq *help; -

if( cur->get next() != NULL) {
cur->get next()-~set-prev(cur->get-prev(»;} -

else {
*tail=cur->get-prev() ;

} ;
if ( cur - >get-prev () ! = NULL ) {

cur->get-prev()->set next(cur->get next(»;
} - -
else {

*head=cur->get next();
}; -
help=cur->get next();
//Decrease the number of related requests by one
cur->get req ctrl()->dec alive();
delete cur; - -
cur=help;
if( cur == NULL) break;

} ;
//Test if cur is the partner.
if ( cur != NULL) {

//Watch out! The condition 'test .. (0) I i test .. (1)' is different from' !test.. (2)'.
if ( ( cur- >get msg id () == req- >get msg id () &&

( ( cur->test re~ctrl(O) ) I I ( cur-~test req ctrl(1) ) )
){- - -
if ( type == RECV ) {

//Evaluate the receive condition.
if ( req->evalcond(cur) == TRUE) {

//Increase the status each time a request is placed in the scheduler.
cur->inc status();
req->inc-status();
wheel.schedule(cur, req);

} };

else {
//Evaluate the receive condition.
if ( cur->evalcond(req) == TRUE) {

//Increase the status each time a request is placed in the scheduler.
cur->inc_status();
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req->inc status();
wheel.schedule(req, cur);

} ; } ;

} ;
cur=cur->get next();

}; -
};

The id of the message (directly passed to 'set msgreq()').
The address of the new 'msgreq' element. -
A pointer to the 'rv msgreq' object of the calling process
(directly passed to 'set msgreq()').
A pointer to the (shared) 're~ctrl' object that controls the
'OR related' requests (directly passed to 'set msgreq()').
Type of the message request 'req': SEND or REcV.

ctrl

type

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

id
req
rv_req

DESCRIPTION
This function initializes the new message request element, locks the mutex and
adds the request to the tail of the appropriate list of this channel. After
this it calls a function that searches for all possible partners and put them
in the scheduler. Before returning the mutex is unlocked.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void channel::PECput_req(int id, msgreq *req, rv_msgreq_cl *rv_req, req_ctrl_cl *ctrl, int
type)
{

//Lock the mutex.
locker mon(this);

//Initialize the request.
req->set_msgreq(id, rv_req, ctrll;

}
else {

if( sndre~tail == NULL) {
sndre~head=req;

}
else {

sndre~tail->set_next(req);

req->set-prev(sndreq tail);
}; -
sndre~tail=req;

};
//Search for possible communication partners.
if( type == RECV ) {

find-partners(req, &sndre~head, &sndre~tail, type);
}
else {

find-partners(req, &rcvre~head, &rcvre~tail, type);
} ;

//Add the element at the end of the appropriate list (FIFO).
if( type == RECV ) {

if( rcvre~tail == NULL) {
rcvre~head=req;

}
else {

rcvre~tail->set_next(req);

req->set-prev(rcvreq tail) ;
}; -
rcvre~tail=req;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This constructor function starts the thread that executes the function
'scheduler' and initializes the pointer to the wheel (NULL) and the counter
that counts the number of elements in the wheel (0).

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
schedwheel::schedwheel(void)
{

pthread attr t *pthread attr
pthread-addr-t hlp; -
pthread=t sthread;

//No elements in the ring.
count=O;
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cur=NULL;
//Initialize the mutex and handle possible errors.
init mutex(&mut) ;
//InItialize attributes and set the minimum stacksize.
pthread attr create (pthread attr);
pthread-attr-setstacksize(pthread attr, 4096);
//Create the-thread and handle possible errors.
if( pthread create(&sthread, *pthread attr, (pooslprocess) scheduler, NULL) == -1 ) {

switch (errno) { -
case EAGAIN:

cerr«"ERROR: The system lacks the necessary resources to create another threat\n";
break;

case ENOMEM:
cerr«"ERROR: Insufficient memory exists to create the thread object\n";
break;

L
exit (1) ;

} ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This destructor function removes the scheduling wheel.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
schedwheel::-schedwheel(void)
{

//Destroy the mutex.
destroy mutex(mut) ;
//Remove the list.
for(int i=O; i<count; i++) {
if ( i ! = count-l) {

delete cur->get next();
} -

else {
delete cur;

L} ;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

el : A pointer to the element in the schedwheel that is to removed.

DESCRIPTION
This function removes element 'el' from the ring in the schedwheel and
makes cur NULL if this was the last element in the ring, which is empty.
This function assumes that the mutex is locked. It doesn't update count.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void schedwheel::rm element(sched el *el){ - -

//The next and prev can never be NULL, because it's a circular list.
el->get_next()->set-Frev(el->get-Frev()) ;
el->get prev()->set next(el->get next());
if( el->get next() ~= el ) cur=NULL;
delete el; -

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

s : A pointer to the send request.
r : A pointer to the receive request.

DESCRIPTION
This function schedules a rendez-vous. This means a new 'sched el' object is
made which is placed in the wheel and points to the two requests. Before
placing it in the wheel, the mutex is locked and afterwards the mutex is
released.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void schedwheel::schedule(msgreq *s, msgreq *r)
{

//Lock the mutex.
locker mon(this);

new el->set requests(s, r);
//place the-element in the ring after 'cur'.
if( cur == NULL ) {

cur=new_el;
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//check if both candidate partners are still valid, if not then remove them
//from the sched wheel.
if{ (cur->get sndreq()->test req ctrl(2) ) II
cur->get_rcvreq () ->test_req_ctrl (2) )

Source code of the PEe library Appendix 8

cur->set next (cur) ;
cur->set~rev(cur) ;

}
else {

new el->set next(cur->get next(»;
new=el->set~rev(cur); -
new el->get next()->set prev{new ell;
new-el->get~rev{)->set-next(new-el);

}; - --
//Increase the counter that contains the number of elements in the wheel.
count++;

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This function executes a random rendez-vous. When an element in the scheduler
is detected that is not longer needed (valid) anymore, it is removed. First
the mutex is locked, then the 'cur' pointer turns a random number of elements,
executes the rendez-vous (if possible) and then releases the mutex.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void schedwheel::execute rv(void)
{ -

//Lock the mutex.
//locker mon{this);

if( count != 0 ) {
//Pick a random candidate modulo count.
for{int i=O; i<=(rand()%count); i++)

sched_el *help;

(
) {
//Decrease the status field each time a request leaves the scheduler.
cur->get sndreq()->dec status();
cur->get-rcvreq()->dec-status() ;
//Remove-the element 'cur'. After removing the element, 'cur' points to
lithe previous element, so when an invalid element is removed 'cur'
//actually didn't move.
help=cur;
cur=cur->get-prev();
rm_element(help) ;
//Decrease the counter that contains the number of elements in the wheel.
count--;

} ;
if( cur != NULL)

cur=cur->get next{);
} -
else {

break;

} ; } ;

if{ ( cur != NULL) &&
cur->get sndreq{)->test req ctrl(l)
cur->get-rcvreq{)->test-req-ctrl(l)

) { - - -

sched_el *help;

//Execute this rendez vous ....
//Make the req's (and their 'OR-related' partners automatically) invalid.
cur->get sndreq()->go invalid{);
cur->get-rcvreq{)->go-invalid();
//Copy the data and wake up the processes automatically.
cur->get sndreq()->set rv msgreq{cur->get rcvreq(»;
cur->get-rcvreq()->set-rv-msgreq(cur->get-sndreq(» ;
//Remove-the element from-the wheel. -
help=cur;
cur=cur->get next();
rm_element(help) ;
count--;

} };

else {
//This thread is releasing the remainder of it's execution time.
pthread yield();

}; -
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while{ TRUE} wheel.execute_rv{);

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTION
This function gives the schedwheel the command to schedule a rendez-vous.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void scheduler (void)
{

}
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Appendix 9

POOSL descriptio)l of the PAR protocol

SSpec:=<

( Generator() [in/out)
II Absorber () [out/in)
II
Sender() [d/chan out,c/chan in,a/timer out,b
/timer in) - -
II -
Receiver() [e/chan in,f/chan out,g/timer out
,h/timer in] - - , -
II Timer() [a/in,b/out)
II Timer () [g/in, h/out)
I I AcknowledgeChannel() [f/in,c/out)
I I TransmissionChannel() [d/in,e/out)
)

data class
Bit

instance variables
bit:Int

instance methods
setToZero () :Bi t

bit:=O;
return(self) .

setT90ne() :Bit
bit:=l;
return (self) .

iSZero() :Bool
return (bit=O) .

iSOne() :Bool
return (bit=l) .

invert() :Bit
bit:=l-bit;
return (self) .

equals (aBit:Bit) :Bool
return«self isZero() & aBit isZero(»

(self isone () & aBit isOne () ) ) .

inverts (aBit:Bit) :Bool
return«self equals(aBit»not).

data class
Complex

instance variables
re:Int;
im:Int

instance methods
init(r:Int; i:Int) :Complex

re:=r;
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im:=i;
return (self) .

real () : Int
return (re) .

imag() :Int
return (im) .

process class
Generator ()

instance variables
communication channels

out
message interface

out!dat(Complex)
initial method call

generate () ()
instance methods

generate () ()
I comp:Complex I
comp: =new (Complex) init(l,ll);
while (true)

do
out!dat(comp);
comp init(comp real()+l, comp imag()+l);

od.

process class
Absorber()

instance variables
communication channels

in
message interface

in?dat(Comp)
initial method call

loop () ()
instance methods

loop () ()
I comp:Complex
in?dat (comp) ;
loop () () .

process class
Sender()

instance variables
communication channels

in,
chan out,
chan-in,
timer_out,
timer in

message-interface
in?dat (Complex) ;
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chan outlpacket(Complex,Bit);
chan=in?ack(Bit);
timer outltrigger;
timer-in?timeout

initial-method call
start () ()

instance methods
start () ()

accept (new(Bit)setToOne) ().

accept (aBit: Bit) ()
I comp:Complex I
in?dat(comp);
sendpacket(comp,aBit) ().

sendpacket(comp:Complex; aBit:Bit) ()
chan_outlpacket(comp,aBit) ;
timer out 1trigger;
sending (comp,aBit) () .

sending (comp:Complex; aBit:Bit) ()
I ackBit:Bit I
sel

timer in?timeout;
sendpacket (comp, aBit) ();

or
chan in?ack(ackBit);
if(aBit equals(ackBit» then

accept (aBit invert) () ;
else

sending (comp, aBi t) () ;
fi;

les.

process class
Receiver()

instance variables
communication channels

out,
chan in,
chan=out,
timer_out,
timer in

message-interface
outidat(Complex);
chan in?packet(Complex,Bit);
chan-outlack(Bit);
timer outltrigger;
timer-in? timeout

initial-method call
start () ()

instance methods
start () ()

reply(new(Bit)setToZero) ().

deliver(ackBit:Bit; comp:Complex) ()
outidat(comp) ;
reply(ackBit) () .

reply(ackBit:Bit) ()
I comp:Complex I
chan outlack(ackBit);
timer_out!trigger;
replying(ackBit) () .

replying(ackBit:Bit) ()
I comp:Complex; aBit:Bit
sel

timer in?timeout;
reply(ackBit) ();

or
chan in?packet(comp,aBit);
if(aBit inverts(ackBit» then

deliver(ackBit invert,comp) ();
else

replying (ackBit) ();
fi;

les.
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process class
Timer()

instance variables
communication channels

in,
out

message interface
in?trigger;
out 1timeout

initial method call
timerNotSet () ()

instance methods
timerNotSet () ()

in?trigger;
timerSet () () .

timerSet () ()
sel

in?trigger;
timerSet () () ;

or
out 1timeout;
timerNotSet () () ;

les.

process class
AcknowledgeChannel()

instance variables
aBit:Bit

communication channels
in,

·out
message interface

in?ack(Bit) ;
outlack(Bit)

initial method call
emptyBuf () ()

instance methods
emptyBuf () ()

sel
in?ack(aBit) ;
emptyBuf () () ;

or
in?ack(aBit);
fullBuf () () ;

les.

fullBuf () ()
sel

in?ack (aBit) ;
emptyBuf () () ;

or
in?ack (aBit) ;
fullBuf () () ;

or
outlack(aBit) ;
emptyBuf () () ;

or
out!ack(aBit);
fullBuf () () ;

les.

process class
TransmissionChannel()

instance variables
comp:Complex;
aBit:Bit

communication channels
in,
out

message interface
in?packet(Complex,Bit);
outlpacket(Complex,Bit)

initial method call
emptyBuf () ()

instance methods
emptyBuf () ()

sel
in?packet(comp,aBit) ;
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emptyBuf () () ;
or

in?packet(comp,aBit);
fullBuf () () ;

les.

fullBuf () ()
sel

in?packet(comp,aBit);
emptyBuf () () ;

or
in?packet(comp,aBit);
fullBuf () () ;

or
outlpacket(comp,aBit);
emptyBuf () () ;

or
outlpacket(comp,aBit);
fullBuf () () ;

les.
>
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C++ implementation of the PAR protocol

C++ implementation of the PAR protocol

File main.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The main function starts up all the parallel processes (threads) and determines
how long the program will run at least (in seconds).
The first thing the main function does is call the function
init_processparameters() which sets the initial parameters of the processes
and sets yhe channels a specific instance is connected to.
After this all the threads (parallel processes) are started. The final
callis to the function PECrunningtime(), which takes as a parmeter the total
time the program at least has to run (to terminate endless loops) .
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
//Include the three mandatory header files.
#include <poosl.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <init.h>
//Include the header files belonging to the POOSL processes.
#include <Generator.h>
#include <Absorber.h>
#include <Sender.h>
#include <Receiver.h>
#include <Timer.h>
#include <AcknowledgeChannel.h>
#include <TransmissionChannel.h>

int main (void)
(

init processparameters();
PECprocess create«pooslprocess)start Generator, (void *)&params Generator, 1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-Absorber, (void *)&params Absorber, 1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-Sender, (void *)&params Sender,1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-Receiver, (void *)&params Receiver, 1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-Timer, (void *)&params Timer1, 1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-Timer, (void *)&paramS-Timer2, 1000000);
PECprocess-create«pooslprocess)start-AcknowledgeChannel, (void

*)&params Acknowledgechannel, 1000000);-
PECprocess create«pooslprocess)start TransmissionChannel, (void

*)&paramS_TransmissionChannel, 1000000);

PECrunningtime(2) ;
return 0;

File : globals.h

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This header file has to be included by any file that wants access to the global
variables of the program.
Here the class definitions of the used messages and the initial parameters are
defined.
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------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------*1
#ifndef GLOBALS H
#define GLOBALS=H

#include <poosl.h>

liThe message names in POOSL are given a unique number here.
#define dat 1
#define packet from chan 2
#define packet-to chan 3
#define ack to-chan 4
#define ack-from chan 5
#define trigger - 6
#define timeout 7

IIClasses that represent the data object class in POOSL.
class Bit (

int bit;
public:

Bit setToZero(void) { bit=O; return *this; }
Bit setToOne(void) { bit=l; return *this; }
int isZero(void} ( if( bit == 0 ) return TRUE; return FALSE; }
int isOne(void} { if( bit == 1 ) return TRUE; return FALSE; }
Bit invert(void} { bit=l-bit; return *this; }
int equals(Bit aBit};
int inverts (Bit aBit};

} ;

class Complex
int rei
int im;

public,
init(int r, int i) { re=r; im=i;
int real(void} { return (re) ; }
int imag(void) { return(im); }

};

IIClasses that hold the parameters of the messages that have parameters in POOSL.
class comp_arg_cl : public msgreq {
public:

Complex comp;
};
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class bit arg cl
public: - -

Bit bit;
} ;

public msgreq {

class compbit arg cl
public: --

Complex comp;
Bit bit;

};

public msgreq {

Ilclasses that hold the initial parameters for the processes.
class Generatorparams {
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel "out;
};

class Absorberparams
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel *in;
};

class Senderparams
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel *in;
channel "chan in;
channel *chan-out;
channel *timer in;
channel ..timer-out;

}; -

class Receiverparams {
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public:
liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an

instance is connected to.
channel *out;
channel *chan in;
channel *chan-out;
channel *timer in;
channel *timer-out;

}; -

class Timerparams {
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel *in;
channel *out;

} ;

class AcknowledgeChannelparams {
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel *in;
channel *out;

} ;

class TransmissionChannelparams
public:

liThe following variables are mandatory and are used store the pointers to the channels an
instance is connected to.

channel *in;
channel *out;

};

IIInitialisation parameters for all the process instances.
extern Generatorparams params Generator;
extern Absorberparams params Absorber;
extern Senderparams params Sender;
extern Receiverparams params Receiver;
extern Timerparams params Timerl;
extern Timerparams params-Timer2;
extern AcknowledgeChannelparams params AcknowledgeChannel;
extern TransmissionChannelparams params_TransmissionChannel;

Iideclaration of all the channels.
extern channel in;
extern channel out;
extern channel a;
extern channel b;
extern channel c;
extern channel d;
extern channel e;
extern channel f;
extern channel g;
extern channel h;

#endif

File : globals.cpp

1*---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
This file contains all the global varaibles. This means all the pointers to
the channelmessagelists and the initilalisation variables of all the processes.
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------*1
#include <poosl.h>
#include <globals.h>

IIInitialisation parameters for all the process instances.
Generatorparams params Generator;
Absorberparams params Absorber;
Senderparams params Sender;
Receiverparams params Receiver;
Timerparams params Timerl;
Timerparams params-Timer2;
AcknowledgeChannelparams params AcknowledgeChannel;
TransmissionChannelparams params_TransmissionChannel;
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//Channels.
channel in;
channel out;
channel a;
channel b;
channel c;
channel d;
channel e;
channel f;
channel g;
channel h;
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int Bit::equals(Bit aBit)
{

if( (aBit.isZero() && (bit
FALSE;
}

0) ) I I
I I (aBit.isOne() && (bit 1)) ) return TRUE; return

if( Jequals(aBit) ) return TRUE; return FALSE;

int
{

}

Bit::inverts(Bit aBit)

File : init.h

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This headerfile contains the prototype of the function in procinit.cpp.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#ifndef PROCINIT H
#define ==PROCINIT=H

//initialisation of the initial parameters of the POOSL-processes.
void init-processparameters(void);

#endif

File : init.cpp

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This file contains the implementation of the function init-processparameters().
------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <init.h>
#include <globals.h>

//This function initialises the initial parameters of all the POOSL-processes
void init-processparameters(void)
{

//initialise the parameters for the Generator
params_Generator.out=&in;

//initialise the parameters for the Absorber
params_Absorber.in=&out;

//initialise the parameters for the Sender
params Sender.in=&in;
params-sender.chan in=&c;
params-Sender.chan-out=&d;
params-Sender.timer in=&b;
params=sender.timer=out=&a;

//initialise the parameters for the Receiver
params Receiver.out=&out;
params-Receiver.chan in=&e;
params-Receiver.chan-out=&f;
params-Receiver.timer in=&h;
params=Receiver.timer=out=&g;

//initialise the parameters for Timerl
params Timerl.in=&a;
params-Timerl.out=&b;
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//initialise the parameters for Timer2
params_Timer2.in=&g;
params Timer2.out=&h;

//initialise the parameters for AcknowledgeChannel
params AcknowledgeChannel.in=&f;
params=AcknowledgeChannel.out=&C;

//initialise the parameters for TransmissionChannel
params TransmissionChannel.in=&d;
params=TransmissionChannel.out=&e;

C+ + implementation of the PAR protocol

File generator.h

#ifndef GENERATOR H
#define --GENERATOR-H

#include <globals.h>

class Generator (
//Mandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv msgreq cl *rv msgreq;
re~ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;
//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *out;

public:
Generator(void *ptr);
void generate (void) ;

};

void start_Generator(void *ptr);

#endif

File: generator.cpp

#include <Generator.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <iostream.h>

Generator: :Generator (void *ptr)
{

rv msgreq=new rv msgreq cl;
out=((Generatorparams *)ptr)->out;

}

void Generator: : generate (void)
(

Complex comp;
comp.init(l,ll) ;
while ( TRUE ) (

req_ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

comp_arg_cl *dat_msg = new comp_arg_cl;

//Executing out!dat(comp).
dat msg->comp=comp;
out~>PECput_req(dat, dat_msg, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, dat msg);
rv_msgreq->get()-;dec_status();

comp.init(comp.real()+l,comp.imag()+l) ;
} ;

void start Generator(void *ptr)
( -
Generator Generator_instance (ptr) ;

Generator instance.generate();
} -
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File absorber.h

#ifndef ABSORBER H
#define ABSORBER=H

#include <globals.h>

class Absorber {
//Mandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
req_ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *in;

public:
Absorber(void *ptr);
void loop (void) ;

} ;

void start_Absorber(void *ptr);

#endif

File: absorber.cpp

#include <Absorber.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <iostream.h>

Absorber::Absorber(void *ptr)
{

rv msgreq=new rv msgreq cl;
in~«Absorberparams *)ptr)->in;

void Absorber::loop(void)
{

Complex comp;

while ( TRUE )

re~ctrl = new req_ctrl_cl;
comp_arg_cl *dat_msg = new comp_arg_cl;

//Receive the data.
in->PECput req(dat, dat msg, rv msgreq, re~ctrl. RECV);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, dat msg);
comp=«comp=arg_cI *)rv_msgreq->get(»->comp;
rv msgreq->get()->dec status();

}; - -

void start Absorber(void *ptrl
{ -
Absorber Absorber_instance (ptr) ;

Absorber instance . loop ( ) ';
} -

File sender.h

#ifndef SENDER H
#define ==SENDER=H

#include <globals.h>

class Sender {
//Mandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
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re~ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *in;
channel *chan in;
channel *chan-out;
channel *timer in;
channel *timer-out;

public: -
Sender(void *ptr) ;
void start(void);
void accept (Bit aBit);
void sendpacket(Complex comp, Bit aBit);
void sending(Complex comp, Bit aBit);

} ;

void start_Sender(void *ptr);

#endif

File : sender.cpp

#include <Sender.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <iostream.h>

Sender::Sender(void *ptr)
{

rv_msgreq=new rv_msgre~cl;

in=((Senderparams *)ptr)->in;
chan in=((Senderparams *)ptr)->chan in;
chan-out=((Senderparams *)ptr)->chan out;
timer in=((Senderparams *)ptr)->timer in;
timer=out=((Senderparams *)ptr)->timer_out;

void Sender: :start(void)
{

Bit aBit;

aBit.setToOne() ;
accept(aBit);

void Sender::accept(Bit aBit)
{

Complex comp;

req ctrl = new req ctrl cl;
comp_arg_cl *dat_msg = new comp_arg_cl;

//Execute in?dat(comp).
in->PECput req(dat, dat msg, rv msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, dat msg) ;
comp=((comp-arg cI *)rv msgreq->get(»->comp;
rv_msgreq->get ()->dec_status () ;

sendpacket(comp, aBit);

void Sender::sendpacket(Complex comp, Bit aBit)
{

req_ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

compbit_arg_cl *packet_msg = new compbit_arg_cl;

//Execute chan outlpacket(comp,aBit).
packet msg->comp=comp;
packet-msg->bit=aBit;
chan_out->PECput_req(packet_to_chan, packet_msg, rv_msgreq, req_ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, packet msg) ;
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status(); -

req_ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

msgreq *trigger_msg = new msgreq;

//Execute timer out!trigger.
timer_out->PECput_req(trigger, trigger_msg, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, SEND);
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PECwait for rv{rv msgreq, trigger msg) ;
rv_msgreq->get{)->dec_status(); -

sending {comp, aBit);

void Sender::sending{Complex comp, Bit aBit)
{

Bit ackBit;

re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

msgreq *timeout msg = new msgreq;
bit_arg_cl *ack=msg = new bit_arg_cl;

IIExecute timer in?timeout OR chan in?ack{ackBit).
timer in->PECput req(timeout, timeout msg, rv msgreq, req ctrl, RECV);
chan In->PECput req(ack from chan, ack msg, rv msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
PECwait for rv{rv msgreq, ack msg); - -
if{ rv msgreq->get{)->get msg-id{) == timeout) (

rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status{);

sendpacket(comp,aBit);
}
else {

ackBit=({bit_arg_cl *)rv_msgreq->get{))->bit;
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status{) ;

if( aBit.equals(ackBit) )
accept(aBit.invert()) ;

}
else {

sending (comp, aBit);
} ;

} ;

void start_Sender(void *ptr)
{
Sender Sender_instance (ptr) ;

Sender instance.start();
} -

File : receiver.h

#ifndef RECEIVER H
#define --RECEIVER-H

#include <globals.h>

class Receiver (
IIMandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
re~ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

IIThese vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *out;
channel *chan in;
channei *chan-out;
channel *timer in;
channel *timer-out;

public: -
Receiver{void *ptr);
void start (void) ;
void deliver{Bit ackBit, Complex comp) ;
void reply(Bit ackBit);
void replying{Bit ackBit);

} ;

void start_Receiver{void *ptr);

#endif
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#include <Receiver.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <iostream.h>

Receiver::Receiver(vo1d *ptr)
{

rv_msgreq=new rv_msgre~cl;

out=«Receiverparams *)ptr)->out;
chan in=«Receiverparams *)ptr)->chan in;
chan-out=«Receiverparams *)ptr)->chan out;
timer out=«Receiverparams *)ptr)->timer out;
timer=in=«Receiverparams *)ptr)->timer_In;

void Receiver::start(void)
{

Bit aBit;

aBit.setToZero();
reply(aBit) ;

void Receiver::deliver(Bit ackBit, Complex comp)
{
re~ctrl = new req_ctrl_cl;
comp_arg_cl *dat_msg = new comp_arg_cl;

//Execute outldat(comp).
dat msg->comp=comp;
out~>PECput req(dat, dat msg, rv msgreq, re~ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for-rv(rv msgreq~ dat msg) ;
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status();

reply (ackBit) ;

void Receiver::reply(Bit ackBit)
{

Complex comp;

req_ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

bit_arg_cl *ack_msg = new bit_arg_cl;

C+ + implementation of the PAR protocol

//Execute chan out!ack(ackBit).
ack msg->bit=ackBit;
chan out->PECput req(ack to chan, ack msg, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq~ ack msg); -
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status();

re~ctrl = new req_ctrl_cl;
msgreq *trigger_msg = new msgreq;

//Execute timer out!trigger.
timer out->PECput req(trigger, trigger msg, rv_msgreq, req_ctrl, SEND);
PECwalt for rv(rv-msgreq, trigger msg);
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status(); -

replying (ackBit) ;

void Receiver: : replying (Bit ackBit)
{

Complex comp;
Bit aBit;

re~ctrl = new req_ctrl_cl;
msgreq *timeout_msg = new msgreq;
compbit_arg_cl *packet_msg = new compbit_arg_cl;

//Execute timer in?timeout OR chan in?packet(comp,aBit).
timer in->PECput req(timeout, timeout msg, rv msgreq, req ctrl, RECV);
chan_In->PECput_req(packet_from_chan,-packet_msg, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, packet msg);
if( rv_msgreq->get()->get_msg_id() == timeout) {

rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status();

reply (ackBit) ;
}
else {

comp=«compbit_arg_cl *)rv_msgreq->get(»->comp;
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aBit=«compbit arg cl *)rv msgreq->get(»->bit;
rv msgreq->get()->dec status();
if( aBit.inverts(ackBIt) ) {

deliver(ackBit.invert (), comp);
}
else {

replying (ackBit) ;
} ;

} ;

void start_Receiver(void *ptr)
{
Receiver Receiver_instance (ptr) ;

Receiver instance.start();
} -

File: timer.h

#ifndef TIMER H
#define --TIMER-H

#include <globals.h>

class Timer {
IIMandatory: contains the pointer .of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv msgreq cl *rv msgreq;
re~ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;
/IThese vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *out;
channel *in;

public:
Timer(void *ptr);
void timerNotSet(void);
void timerSet(void);

} ;

void start_Timer(void *ptr);

#endif

File: timer.cpp

#include <Timer.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>

Timer::Timer(void *ptr)
{

rv_msgreq=new rv_msgre~cl;

out=«Timerparams *)ptr)->out;
in=«Timerparams *)ptr)->in;

void Timer::timerNotSet(void)
{

req_ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

msgreq *trigger_msg = new msgreq;

IIExecute in!trigger.
in->PECput_req(trigger, trigger_msg, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, trigger msg) ;
rv_ msgreq- >get ( ) - >dec._s tatus (); -

timerSet();

void Timer::timerSet(void)
{
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re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

msgreq *timeout_msg = new msgreq;
msgreq *trigger_msg = new msgreq;

C++ implementation of the PAR protocol

//Execute in?trigger OR out?timeout.
in->PECput req(trigger, trigger msg. rv msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
out->PECput_req(timeout, timeout_msg, rv_msgreq, req_ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq, trigger msg) ;
if( rv msgreq->get()->get msg id() == trigger) (

rv msgreq->get()->dec status();
timerSet () ; -

}
else (

rv msgreq->get()->dec status();
timerNotSet(); -

} ;

void start_Timer(void *ptr)
(
Timer Timer_instance (ptr) ;

Timer instance.timerNotSet() ;
} -

File acknowledgechannel.h

#ifndef ACKNOWLEDGECHANNEL H
#define ACKNOWLEDGECHANNEL=H

#include <globals.h>

class AcknowledgeChannel (
//Mandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv msgreq cl*rv msgreq;
req_ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;
//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *in;
channel *out;
//Instance variables of the process class.
Bit aBit;

public:
AcknowledgeChannel(void *ptr);
void emptyBuf(void);
void fullBuf(void);

} ;

void start_AcknowledgeChannel(void *ptr);

#endif

File : acknowledgechannel.cpp

#include <AcknowledgeChannel.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

AcknowledgeChannel::AcknowledgeChannel(void *ptr)
(

rv_msgreq=new rv_msgre~cl;

in=«Acknowledgechannelparams *)ptr)->in;
out=«AcknowledgeChannelparams *)ptr)->out;

void AcknowledgeChannel::emptyBuf(void)
(
re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

bit_arg_cl *ack_msg = new bit_arg_cl;

//Execute in?ack(aBit).
in->PECput req(ack to chan, ack msg. rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
PECwait_for_rv(rv_rnsgreq, ack_msg);
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aBit=«(bit arg cl *)rv msgreq->get(»->bit;
rv_msgreq-;get()->dec_status(};

if( (rand() %2) == 0 ) {
emptyBuf(} ;

}
else {

fullBuf () ;
} ;

void AcknowledgeChannel: :fullBuf(void)
(
re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

bit arg cl *ack msg recv = new bit arg cl;
bit=arg=cl *ack=msg=send = new bit=arg=cl;

//Execute in?ack(aBit) OR outlack(aBit).
in->PECput_req(ack_to_chan, aCk_msg_recv, rv_msgreq, re~ctrl, RECV);
ack msg send->bit=aBit;
out~>PECput req(ack from chan, ack msg send, rv msgreq, re~ctrl, SEND};
PECwait for-rv(rv msgreq~ ack msg send); -
if( rv msgreq->get()->get msg-id() == ack to chan) {
aBit~«bit arg cl *}rv msgreq->get(»->bit;
rv_msgreq-;get()->dec_status();
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}
else (

rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status() ;

if( (rand()%2)
emptyBuf();

}
else {

fullBuf () ;
};

== 0 ) {

if( (rand()%2) == 0 } (
emptyBuf();

}
else {

fullBuf(} ;
} ;

} ;

void start_AcknowledgeChannel(void *ptr)
(
AcknowledgeChannel AcknowledgeChannel instance (ptr) ;

AcknowledgeChannel instance.emptyBuf();
} -

File : transmissionchannel.h

#ifndef TRANSMISSIONCHANNEL H
#define TRANSMISSIONCHANNEL=H

#include <globals.h>

class TransmissionChannel (
//Mandatory: contains the pointer of the request that has had a rendez-vous.
rv_msgre~cl *rv_msgreq;
req_ctrl_cl *re~ctrl;

//These vars are used to tell an instance to what channels it is connected.
channel *in;
channel *out;
//Instance variables of the process class.
Bit aBit;
Complex comp;

public:
TransmissionChannel(void *ptr);
void emptyBuf(void);
void fullBuf(void);

} ;

void start_TransmissionChannel(void *ptr);
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#endif

File : transmissionchanneI.cpp

#include <TransmissionChannel.h>
#include <globals.h>
#include <poosl.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

TransmissionChannel::TransmissionChannel{void *ptr)
(

rv_msgreq=new iv_msgre~cl;

in=({TransmissionChannelparams *)ptr)->in;
out={{TransmissionChannelparams *)ptr)->out;

void TransmissionChannel: :emptyBuf(void)
(
re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

compbit_arg_cl *packet_msg = new compbit_arg_cl;

C++ implementation of the PAR protocol

//Execute in?packet{comp,aBit).
in->PECput req(packet to chan, packet msg, rv msgreq, req_ctrl, RECV);
PECwait for rv(rv msgreq~ packet msg); -
aBit=«compbit arg cl *)rv msgreq->get{»->bit;
comp=(compbit-arg-cl *)rv-msgreq->get(»->comp;
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status();

if( (rand() %2) == 0 ) (
emptyBuf();

}
else {

fullBuf () ;
};

void TransmissionChannel::fullBuf(void)
(
re~ctrl = new re~ctrl_cl;

compbit arg cl *packet msg recv = new compbit arg cl;
compbit=arg=cl *packet=msg=send = new compbit=arg=cl;

//Execute in?packet(comp,aBit) OR outlpacket(comp,aBit).
in->PECput req{packet to chan, packet msg recv, rv msgreq, :eq_ctrl, RECV);
packet msg-send->bit=aBit; - - -
packet=msg=send->comp=comp;
out->PECput req(packet from chan, packet msg send, rv msgreq, req_ctrl, SEND);
PECwait for-rv(rv msgreq, packet msg send); - -
if{ rv msgreq->get{)->get msg id() =~ packet to chan) (

aBit~{{compbit arg cl *}rv msgreq->get(»-;bit;
comp=«(compbit=arg=cl *)rv=msgreq->get(»->comp;
rv_msgreq->get()->dec_status();

if ( (rand{) %2) == 0 ) (
emptyBuf() ;

}
else {

fullBuf () ;
} };

else (
rv_msgreq->get{)->dec_status{);

if{ (rand{) %2) == 0 ) (
emptyBuf();

}
else {

fullBuf () ;

}; };

void start_TransmissionChannel{void *ptr)
(
TransmissionChannel TransmissionChannel_instance(ptr);

TransmissionChannel_instance.emptyBuf() ;
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The SHE method

The SHE method

In this appendix a brief description of the SHE (Software/Hardware Engineering) method
will be given. The SHE method is an object-oriented method for co-design of
software/hardware systems covering co-specification, analysis and design. It integrates
informal techniques with formal ones. SHE is composed of a method framework consisting
of four quadrants (see figure A11.1) and a formal specification language POOSL (Parallel
Object-Oriented Specification Language).

Initial II Obi.ect Class I Architecture
Requirements Diagrams Structure

Description Diagrams
Object Class Model

POOSL II Mes.sage Flow I Architecture
DecisionsDescription Diagrams
Statement

II
Instance

IStructure
Requirements Diagrams Architecture

Catalogue Response Time
Object Instance Requirements

Model

Essential Behaviour Model Architecture
Structure Model

Additional Implementation
Requirements Structure

Description Diagrams

POOSL I Message Flow I Implementation
Description Diagrams Decisions
(Extended) Statement

I
Instance IStructure

Requirements Diagrams Implementation
Catalogue Response Time
(Extended) Extended Object Requirements

Instance Model

Extended Behaviour Model Implementation
Structure Model

Figure All.I: the framework of SHE
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The Essential Behaviour Model starts with the Initial Requirements Description. This is an
informal textual description of the system from the customer.
The Initial Requirements Description is used to create an Object Class Model, which
consists of all the Object Class Diagrams, which are graphical representations of object
classes. The Object Class Model serves as a first set of candidate objects for the Object
Instance ModeL
The Object Instance Model consists of Message Flow Diagrams and Instance Structure
Diagrams. The Message Flow Diagrams visualize instances, their collaborators and the
messages that flow between them. The Instance Structure Diagrams present the instances,
interconnected by simple static channels.
The formalization in POOSL is performed when Message Flow Diagrams and Instance
Structure Diagrams become stable.
A Requirements Catalogue collects information to be stored during analysis and design. It
contains a data dictionary, object boundary maps, traceability data and environmental
conditions/requirements.

The Architecture Structure Model describes structure and timing requirements, but not
behaviour. It is created concurrently with the Essential Behaviour ModeL High level
structuring requirements are graphically represented in Architecture Structure Diagrams.
The Architecture Decisions Statement contains the motive to decide for a specific
architecture.
The timing constraints and requirements are described in the Architecture Response Time
Requirements.

The Essential Behaviour Model and the Architecture Model remain relatively
implementation independent and exactly specify the specification of the product, making
use of the specification language POOSL.

The lower half of the SHE framework describes a concrete implementation of the system.
The Implementation Structure Model visualizes the implementation topology.
As a result of the Implementation Structure Model, the Essential Behaviour Model may
need extension (extra objects, messages, etc. needed for the chosen implementation). To
keep the Essential Behaviour Model implementation independent and clean these extensions
are described in the Extended Behaviour ModeL This finally results in an Extended
POOSL Description.
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